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Abstract
We have discovered that magnetoelastic (ME) coupling coefficients (or
magnetostriction coefficients) of polycrystalline and single crystal nickel and polycrystalline
permalloy (N'79Fe2l) thin films take on anomalously large alues as film thickness
decreases below around 50A.
This effect is modeld to show that the anomaly is
associated with a surface effect. The behavior of these coefficients as a function of
thickness in films resembles the behavior that is observed for the effective magnetic
anisotropy in thin films. Both behaviors are consistent with the Ndel model which predicts
Aeff = Abulk + Asurface/t where A may be the magnetic anisotropy constant, K, or the ME
coupling coefficient, B. Thus, we propose using the N&I model to analyze this behavior.
The film thickness over which the surface anomalies are observed to be significant,
especially in single and polycrystalline Ni, is much greater than predicted by the Ndel
model without exchange coupling.
The polycrystalline
films are deposited using electron beam evaporation on
Ag/Si(100), Cu/Si (100) or Si wafer substrates which can be strained by a 4-point bending
holder. Epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu sandwich films on S000) wafer substrate (Cu/ Ni(100)/
Cu(100)/ S000)) prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) were also studied.
The surface magnetization is measured as a function of both applied magnetic field
and applied mechanical strain to get the surface ME coupling coefficients of Ni and
permalloy N17917e,1) films. In-situ magneto-optic Kerr effect MOKE) measurements or
ex-situ
ibrating sample magnetometer (VS" measurements are used to obtain Ok-H
(Kerr rotation) or M-H loops. Anaysis of such loops taken under different uniaxial. strains
imposed by four-point bending of the substrate allows deten-nination of the magnetoelastic
coupling Coefficient B.
The surface of a cubic material is actually a region of reduced tetragonal symmetry.
A formalism is presented for determining the ME coupling coefficients of tetragonally
distorted surfaces and thin films.
The equation of motion of the magnetization is
determined from free energy density expressions containing terms for crystalline and shape
anisotropy, ME anisotropy and applied field. Canonical magnetization curves taken under
different strains can be fit to the equations of motion to extract the ME coefficients. A more
general method is proposed which allows ME coupling coefficients to be determined from
the area between arbitnarily shaped M-H curves taken at different strains.
2

Effective ME coupling coefficients, Beff(t), are measured in-situ in an ultra high
vacuum chamber with respect to film thickness for 1) polycrystalline pemialloy (Ni7qFe21)
ilver (permalloy/ Ag/Si(100) , 2 polycrystalline permal
on s
loy ( Ni7qFe,71) on copper
(pennallov/ CuVSi(100)) 3 polycrystalline nickel on silicon wafer Ni/ Ag/Si(100)) and 4)
epitaxial u/Ni/Cu sandwich ilms on Si(100) wafer substrate (Cu/ Ni(100)/ Cu(100)/
SIGOOA Also the effective ME coupling coefficients, Beff(t), of polvcrystal permalloy on
'lver measured wth a ex-situ VSM showed the same result.
The 'ant ME coupling we have observed in thin films is not the result of a change
in film composition. The N/Fe ratio in our permalloy films is uniform through the film
thickness and the same in all films we have studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
Further, there are no mpurities present in the thinnest Ni films which could account for the

stronger Beff observed there. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Auger depth
profiling illustrate that some chemical intenuctions occur at the interfaces and these affect the
form of the results but are not responsible for the Bsurface/t behavior. Our microstructural
characterization of the films with TEM indicates that our magnetic films are continuous and
't' rm %Othrandom grain oentations.
Single cystal Ni sandwich films (Cu/Ni/Cu/SI(IW)) deposited by MBE have also
been nestigated to determine B leff(t) and B2
in a single crystalline cubic smmetry.
The findings from the above nvestigation nabled us to propose a phenomenological model
that can be applied to anv epitaxial magnetic sandwich structure in determining ME
coupling coefficients, B leff(t) and Bleff(t), and the Ndel interface magnetic anisotropy
energy density, KN. This method also indicates the presence of a surface-induced NIE
anorna1v
al Cu/Ni/Cu/S'(100), namely, Bef = Bibtdk

in epitaxi

+

Bsufface/t,

just as our

direct measurements do for polycrystalline films.
These new results have very important implications for thin film dices.
These
observations suggest that the surface conditions of thin film magnetic devices are of great
importance in controlling anisotropy'.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert C. 'Handley
Senior Research Scientiest

ThesisSupervisor:Manuel

livena

Professor of Materials Science and Engincenng
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Appendix: A

Four-point bending

Fig.A. 1. Schematic diagram of four-point bending

Fig.A.2. Straingauge setup

II

I

Fig.A.3. Strain according to Ya in 2 Si Nvafer.
(a) tensile strain

Appendix:

(b) compressive strain

Tetragonal symmetry

Fig.B. 1. Illustration of the cubic and tetragonal symmetry. Surface relaxation induce the
transformfion of the symmetry from cubic to tetragonal in very thin films.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic anisotropy means that the magnetization prefers a certain orientation.
Therefore, it strongly affects the shape of the M-H curve. Crystal, shape, magnetoelastic
and exchange anisotropy energies all contribute to the total anisotropy energy density. A
thorough knowledge of magnetic anisotropy

is of practical interest because it is exploited

in design of most magnetic devices.
In this study, we are particularly interested in the magnetoelastic asotropy

energy

among several other magnetic anisotropy energies, because magnetoelastic an'sotropy is
related to strain in the material which is one of the most easily controllable factors. When
the direction of magnetization changes in a magnetic substance, its dimensions change.
This anisotropic strain is called magnetostriction. Conversely, when the dimensions of a
magnetic material are changed by an applied stress, its preferred direction of magnetization
may change. This phenomenon is called inagnetoelasticity.

These two effects have the

same physical ogin.

Here we use the term magnetoelasticity as a general category but
fficient (B) e specific.
magnetostriction coefficient k) and magnetoelastic coupling coe
ar
The magnetoelastic anisotropy energy densit (,\4E) in a cubic material has the form of-

fNiff=

I I Ic

12+e,,

CC, 2+C33C(3 2)+

B,,(el2CEICE"+C"3(1'1(13+C310LICC3)

Here x''s are defined as the direction cosines between magnetization and crystallographic
axis and ej's are strain tensors.
Eq.(I. 1) gives the
rm of the magnetoelastic energy
density in a material for a particular direction of magnetization, M = Ms(cxl, (X", C3),when
a strain ej. is imposed. When the independent variable M or e is is fixed, the dependent
variable e or

, respecti,,,,elv, is determined by energy minimization including a term of the

form of Eq. 1. 1). Terms of the form of the product,
anisotropy

, give the part of the magnetic

nergy that depends on struin in a magnetic material.

coupling coefficient is a masure

The magnetoelastic

of the strength of the strain-dependent terms in the

magnetic anisotropy, energy density.
The magnetostnction coefficient (k) and magnetoelastic coupling coefficient (B) are
directlv related to each other by elastic constants.
magnetostriction coefficient,

This means if we measure the

e can determine the magnetoelastic coefficient ad

14

vice

versa, provided we know the elastic constants. They have opposite signs, as shown

formally in Eq.(1.2).

B

k Cij

where Cij represents a combination of elastic constants.
coefficient (B) is a magnetoelasti
d has units of
ic stress an

The magnetoelastic coupling
[N/M2];

X is a magnetoelastic

strain so it is dimensionless. The product, B-e, is a magnetoelastic energy density and
depends on the temperature, composition, and in thin films, on
has units Of p/M3].
thickness.

The magnetic anisotropy

nergies K and B-e determine the equilibrium

orientation of M in a magnetic maten
An understanding

of magnetoelasticity in magnetic materials is of fundamental

importance for eventual control and exploitation of their properties
applications.

in a variet

of

Although magnetoelasticity is one of the most important factors controlling

performance of magnetic devices, it is also one of the least well understood.
It is

ell known that magnetic properties in thin films show different behaviors

compared with those in thick films. Some of these effects are due to the increased density
of the defects in thin films; some are of fundamental origin. At the surface of a material,
the reduced coordination and symmetry may lead to dangling bonds, surface states, charge
redistribution and surface strains. Thus the electronic structure of the surface should be
verv different from that of' the bulk. The surface magnetic properties as well as other
properties

hich are related to electronic structure should be different from the bulk values

(O'Handley, 1989). Consequently, different nteraction forces result in surface relaxation
strains that can exceed even 10% (Davis at el, 1992). As a result, the surface of a cubic
solid can be tetragonally distorted relative to the bulk. The interfaces btween
substrates in heteroepital'al

films can produce coherent planar misfit strains which are

typically of a few percent. The epitaxial N100)/Cu(100)
2.6%.

Above a ctical

misfit dislocation.

films and

system has a misfit strain of

thickness, this misfit strain energy is relieved by the nucleation of

Their presence complicates the stress and magnetoelastic

analysis

severeiv because the strain fields become highly inhomogeneous in the presence of misfit

dislocations.
These efectroru'c and structural changes at surfaces and interfaces in thin films are
also accomparued by changes in other fundamental magnetic properties. These surface and
interface effects in thin films have been studied for a long time.
15

Gradmann

1974)

reviewed ferromagnetic order modified near the surface in thin films and discussed
dependence on fm

thickness of the primary magnetic properties such as spontaneous

magnetization, Curie temperature, and anisotropies.

Koon et al 1987) observed that the

orientation of the magnetic moment of the 24 ML films is perpendicular to the film while
the orientation of of 5.5 M
Ag(100). Schneider
are dmatically

is in-plane at room temperature in ultrathin Fe(100) films on

1990) showed that the Curie temperatures in ultra-thin fec-Co films

lower than those of the bulk.

Engel et al

1991) observed surface

anisotropy effect in Co/Pd multilayer system. Victora and MacLaren

1993) calculated the

interface anisotropy in a system of Co/Pd superlattices to explain the experimental interface
anisotropy observation of Engel et al . Heinrich et al 1991) reported magnetic anisotropies
and exchange coupling in ultrathin fcc Co(001) structure on Cu(001) template can be
modified with respect to film thickness.
Thus, it is well accepted both theoretically, and experimentally

that the effective

anisotropy Kely) in a thin film is different from that of the bulk. The effective anisotropy
can be expressed as the sum of the bulk anisotropy (Kb) and the surface anisotropy (Ks)
over the film thickness arising from surface and interface effects:
Keff = Kb + Ks/t

(1.3)

The inverse thickness dependence of the total effective anisotropy as shown in Eq.(1.3)
expresses the fact that any anisotropy, localized at the surface and gen

b the surface

anisotropy constant Ks (energy/area), becomes more significant in thin films as surface to
volume ratio increases. This surface anisotropy, term
as oginating

as first explained by L. N6el

1954)

from the reduced symmetry of the surface. The Ks term is now called the

Ndel anisotropy and it includes any surface related effects. This term has potent technical
implications.

As thickness decreases, the Ks/t becomes dominant and the effective

anisotropy Mav show dmatically
If we modif E(1.3)

different behavior compared with the bulk.

by multiplying t on both side, then we get:

Keff- t = Kb. t + Ks

(1.4)

In Eq.(1.4), if we plot the Kff t versus t, then Ketl t would show linear behavior and the
slope of this line s Kb and the intercept of y ais is Ks.
If

e have a magnetic thin film which has negative Kb and positive Ks and behaves as

shown in Fig.(L I), then we can tune the magnetic property
16

by vaning

the thickness.

Negative

Keff means in-plane magnetization and

magnetization.
media.

positive

Keff means perpendicular

Perpendicular magnetization is favorable for the hgh density

recording

Fig.(1.1) implies that we can make perpendicular recording media below a

thickness, tc. Also, the thickness, tc, which makes Keff =

is the optimal device thickness

for manv applications such as recording heads because they require zero effective
anisotropy to enhance signal to noise ratio. Moreover, Eq.(1.3 implies if Kb >

and Ks >

0, then it may be possible to make strong hard magnets from a stack of thin magnetic film
lavers.
Here Keff is a result of the contributions of crystalline, shape, magnetoclastic
surface and nterface anisotropy,

but ach anisotropy is not ery well known.

NM
Shape

anisotropy, is dominant because we study thin films. In the case of the thin films, the shape
anisotropy energy density, ([t,,/2)Ms

tends to make perpendicular magnetization

O

0') unlikely. Shape terms tend to confine M to the plane of the film. Within the film
plane, shape (ratio of length to width) may still play a small role in determining the
equilibrium oentation

of M. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is of interest but, in isotropic

polycrystalline or in single crystal Ni films, the contribution to the total effective anisotropy
is small compared to shape anisotropy.

N&I anisotropy is important, and is the dominant

term to change the magnetic properties in ultrathin films. Interfacial anisotropy can be a

dominantenergylnmulfila,erfilmsAhichhakcamultitudeofinterfaces. Wearestudying
the magnetoelastic

contribution

to the magnetic anisotropy because it is not well

understood, especially in thin ilms. One of the most important findings in our study is that
the relationship, Eq.( 13), for magnetic anisotropy also extends to the strain dependent part
of that anisotropy. Thus,

e can express the effective magnetoelastic coupling in thin film

as:

Bet = Bb + Bs/t.

(1.5)

Eq.(1.5) will be provcn in section 25 theoretically using the N&I model, and vrified
experimentally in Chapter 4 using the data of NiFe and N films.
Since the magnetoclastic coupling coefficient, B, is the coupling factor describing the
magnetoclastic anisotropy energy with strains, Eq.(1.5) implies that the ME anisotropy can
be anomalously large in ultrathin films. Eq.(1.5) implies that 1/t dependence of Belyis also
technical1v important, especially

or magnetostrictive sensors and actuators.

As device

thickness decreases, Beff can be large according to Eq.(1.5), making magnetostrictive strain
17

gauges and magnetoelastic transducers very sensitive.

Since modem thin film magnetic

devices such as magnetic recording media, heads and sensors are getting thinner and
smaller to enhance recording density and sensitivity, it is important to know and control

magnetic anisotropy.
Moreover, Eq.(1.5) suggests that strain and device thickness can tune the magnetic
properties. If we have a material which shows in-plane magnetization because of negative
effective anisotropy as indicated by a dashed line in Fig(I.2), then we may be able to
manipulate the magnetic properties through the strain as shown with a solid line in Fig
(1-2). Practically, strain can be controlled easily by using the specified substrate, coating
the magnetic film or bending the magnetic films.

We can tune the magnetic properties

provided we know the magnitude and sign of the Bb and Bs because they are the factors
indicating how much magnetoelastic anisotropy energy can be created with a given strain.
As a result,

e can tune the magnetic property with device thickness and the strain for our

requirements of perpendicular magnetization for high density recording, or Keff =

for the

recording head and microtransformers.
Residual elastic stresses are always present in the thin films used in the various

devices. The sign and magnitude of film stresses are for the most part determined by
film/substrate lattice mismatch and film processing parameters, i.e., substrate temperature,

kind of substrate, deposition rate, and method of deposition.
dyn/cM2, compressive or tensile, are often observed

Stresses of about 109-10

'Handley, 1993). In magnetic thin

films these stresses interacting with the magnetostriction induce a magnetoelastic aisotropy
which can influence the performance of magnetic thin film devices

Klokholm, 1988).

Thus, it is verv important to consider the effect of Bs in design and manufacturing magnetic

devices.
In this work, we will study the behavior Befr(t) in Ni and permalloy (NiFe) films.
Although Ni and permalloy films arc used in a geat many technical appplications, relatively
few theoretical and experimental works on surface magnetism
done so far.

of these films have been

In this study on ME couplings in thin films, we show the behavior of the

magnetoelastic ani'sotropy energy at the surfaces of these films.

Ni thin films are well

suited for studNing ME coupling effects because cubic bulk crystalline

coefficients Kl= 4.5 x 13

J/M3,

Ki= 23 x

13

j/M3

) are known and are relatively

small compared to the ME contribution to the magnetic anisotropy,
106

j/M3,

B

=

.5 x

106

j/M3.

In addition,

18

asotropy

e, where B = 62 x

considerable magnetic and thin film

processing data exists for N films (Benninger,
Jr.,1965,

1967,

Smoluchowski,

1941, Brown

Franse, 1970, Lee, 1971).

Pennallov bulk allovs show simultaneously very small values of KI,
kill-

Thus, these alloys are easily magnetized

applications because domain

and often exhibit low noise in ac

all motion is uniform.

which are used in inductive and magnetoresistive

X100 and

Permalloy (Ni8oFen)

thin films,

MR) recording heads are also of our

interest for their importance as soft magnetic materials.

Also, pennalloy

shows a

sufficiently high magnetoresistance, so that it can be used as an MR read head.
In summar-,1,our studv shows how the variation of the ME coupling coefficients with
film thickness allows the tunning of the magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin magnetic devices.
In the following sections, we

ill discuss how

e can measure the magnetoelastic coupling

coefficients as a function of thickness, how the N6el model can predict the bhavior of the
B in thin films and what are the experimental results.
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2 Background

2- 1. Physical Origin of Magnetostriction
Magnetostnction, like cnstal anisotropy, has its ogin in spin-orbit interactions.
It is relatively

eak in 3-d transition metals and alloys because an applied field of a few

hundred oersteds usually suffices to rotate the spin away from the easy direction (Cullity,
1972). The orbit-lattice coupling on crystal field splitting of electronic orbitals

strong in

3-d metals and alloys. This means that the orientations of the orbits are fixed very strongly
to the lattice, and even large fields cannot change them.

When an external field tries to

reorient the spin of an electron, the orbit of that electron also tends to be reoriented if the
coupling between orbital motion and spin (L-S) is strong. If LS is weak as in 3-d metals
and alloys, the spins can align with the field without rorienting

the orbitals. The energy

required to rotate the spin system of a domain away from the easy direction, which we call
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy, is related to the energy of the spin-orbit coupling
and to the strength of the crystal field.
The exchange interaction between two neighboring spins can be defined as a spinspin coupling. This coupling is verv strong and tends to keep neighboring spins parallel,
or antiparallcl, to one another.

But the associated exchange energy

depends only on the

angle etween adjacent spins and not at all on the direction of the spin axis relative to the
crvstal

lattice.

The

spin-spin

coupling

generally

does

not contribute

to

the

magnetocrystalline or the magnetoelastic anisotropy.
We can understand the physics of magnetostnction

from Fig. (2. 1. I). Here

a dot

is an atom nucleus, an arrow means a net magnetic moment per atom, and an oval
represents an electron orbit (I ! 0). The upper row of atoms depicts the paramagnetic state
above Tc. If, for the moment, we assume that the spin-orbit coupling is very strong, then
the effect of the spontaneous magnetization occurring below Tc would be to rotate the spins
and the electron clouds into some particular oentation
anisotropy, left to right. The nuclei

determined

by the crystal

ould be forced further apart, and the spontaneous

Magnctostriction would be AL/L. If we then apply a strong field vertically, the spins and
the electron clouds would rotate through 90', and the domains of these spins would align
by spin-orbit

nteraction. This inter-action leads to magnetostrictive

strain, AUL.

The

strains pictured are enormous, of the order of 0.3. Actually, we know the magnetostrictive
strain is usuallyvery small indeed, of the order of

-5. This means that the reorientation

of electron clouds takes place only to a very small extent in 3-d transition metals or the
orbitals are very nearly sphericals in 3-d metals (Cullity, 1972).
For an isotropic material the strain due to a change in the direction of magnetization
is simply related to the angle (0) between the magnetization direction and the strain
direction in which'is measured.
e = 3/2)ks(coS20-1/3)

(2.1.1)

More fundamentally, an imposed strain, e

gives rise to a

magnetoelastic anisotropy

proportional to the strength of the ME coupling coefficients, B. In isotropic symmetry, the
strain induced anisotropy energy density (f,
I
I

,E)

is gven

by:

fNlE= B(ej lcx,2+ei,,C(,)2+e33C(3 2+e,2c(lct,)+e'73CE')CE3+e3lcclC(3)+...

(2.1.2)

The B's are the stresses of magnetic ori n that gve nse to the magnetostnctive strains. B
is proportional to the magnetostnciton coefficient as we have shown already in Eq.(1.2) B
XCij . fk
rusotropy energy that is strain dependent.
. E adds a term to the total
In this studv, we have observed that the magnetostriction

can be anomalously large

near the surface of the magnetic materials. This implies that the spin-orbit interaction at the
surfaces in the thin films can be very different from that of the film interiors. One way to
picture this is the following.

In the interior of the solid, electronic orbitals can take on

orientations in three dimensions so the sum oer

the angular momenta of the valence

electrons may tend to cancel. At a surface, electron orbitals extending out of the surface are
unlikelv.

Hence, with most orbitals in the plane of the surface L

normal to the surface.

Moreover, the magnetoelastic

1. will often be

anisotropy energy that is strain

dependent in thin films can be very different from that of the bulk materials.

Above Tc

H=O
Below Tc

Fig.2. 1.1. Illustration ot'physics ot'magnetostnction.( After Cullity 1972)
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2.2. Magnetic Anisotropy and Surface Magnetic

Anisotropy
Magnetic anisotropy energv density governs the directional dependence of certain
magnetic properties.

There are several kinds of anisotropy:

arusotropy, magneotelastic

anisotropy.

The magnetization

crystal anisotropy, shape
(NI) will lie along the

crystallographic easy axis unless a torque due to shape, strain and field etc. does work on
M to move it from that direction. But from another point of view M always lies along the
easv axis which is determined by all the energies: crystal, shape, strain and field energy etc.
Crystalline aru'sotropy can be thought of as a torque which tends to align the
magnetization to a certain direction within the crystal. In a single crystal magnetic material,
the preferred direction for magnetization is called the easy axis (Cullity 1972).
For a polycrystalline case in which all constituent

rains are oented

randomly, the

individual anisotropies may cancel out when averaged over the entire sample, and the body
as a whole will not ehibit any crystal aisotropy,

like an amorphous material. However in

some polvcRstalline bodies, the crystals have a prefered orientation, called texture. In this
case the aggregate body will have an anisotropy, dictated by the dominant crystalline
orientation. In an electron-beam deposited film on a specific textured substrate, such as the
one studied in this work (see section 24.1 uniaxial magnetic easy axis), the individual
crystals tend to align along certain crystalographic axes making it easier to magnetize the
sample in one direction than it would be if the individual crystals oriented randomly.
The associated crystalline anisotropy, energy density is gven by
f,

K

K sin2o

(for unlaxial easy axis case)

KI(al2a,72 + a22a32 + 32a,2 + K,7aj2a72a32 +
(forcubiccrystallinecase)
where Ku, KI and K2 are anisotropy constants,

22.1)

is the an le between magnetization and

cRIstallographic easy axis, and a's are direction consines between magnetization vector and
cr-'stal coordinate svstem.
Shape anisotropy comes into play if the crystal has a non-spherical shape. In a
rectangular shape, the effect of shape anisotropy is simply to make it easier to magnetize
the sample along the long axis than along the short one. Thus if we applied a magnetic field
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along the out-of-plane direction in a thin film,

a shape anisotropy energy 'U0 M" Cos'

J / m'] should be stored in the sample of volume (V).
An applied tensile strain could rotate the magnetization away from the easy direction
by an amount dependent on the magnitude of the strain and the strength of the ME coupling

coefficient The magnetoelast'

ic energy d

ensity (f\

associated with a stress or or strain

eij is:

3 A,

f,.e

(isotropic polycrystalline case)

rCOS2

1)

- Bjex a 12+e -Va 22 +e,"I a 32)+
B.(c aze

a a3e,, + ce3a,ej

(2.2.2)
[ J / nz31 (cubic crystal, symmetry)

If a tensile strain is applied along the 010] direction of a cubic material, the relative strain
along the 100] and 001] directions are given by
exx = e

veyy

(2.2. 3

where v, which is called Poisson's ratio, is typically
We approximate it as

in the range 03 to 035 for metals.

Since ME coupling coefficients (B's) and magnetostriction
3

coefficients (rX's) are directly proportional to magnetoelastic
%'e describe the ME anisotropy by studyin

B or

anisotropy energy density
with a

iven strain tensor

information. Therefore, if we studv the behavior of B ivith respect to film thickness, then
we can descn'be the ME anisotropy behavior with thickness.
When magnetic anisotropy is measured as a unc6on of thickness in films less than
100A thick, it is generally observed that the anisotropy can be described bN'an equation of
the N&I model form (L. N&I, 1954):
Keff(t = Kbulk + Ksuiface/t

(2.2.4)

Here Kbulk is the bulk anisotropy constant measured at large film thickness and Ksu ace is
a surface energy density which changes the effective anisotropy in thin films from the bulk
value.
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Fig.(2.2. 1) are examples of this surface ansiotropy behavior for two sstems

from the

literature. Note that a plot of Keff -t
finear behavior with slope indicating the
value of Kbulk and y-intercept iving the value of Ksurface

91
Fig.2.2. L(a) is a plot of the
anisotropy field (H = 2K/Ms) Ns.inversefilm thickness which has the form of Eq.(2.2.4).
We can determine the bulk and surface ansiotropy from the intercept of the y-axis and slope

of the plot Gradmann, 1984).
Fig.2.2. L(b) is a plot of the

K.- tco versus Co thickness in Co/Pd epitaxial

superlattices.(N. Engel et al. 1991). The linear behavior of this igure is well described by:
CO-tco = (K eff
MS2) tc,,+ 2Ks. The uniaxial anisotropy energy density (K CO) for
U

U

I

U

Co/Pd superlattices can be modeled by inclusion of an effective interface contribution
proportional to 1/t(_0 and a volurne term,

dependent of tco. The result show that the

contri'but'on of the Co-Pd interface to the total anisotropy is Ks=0.63 erg/cm2 in all of the

crystal oentations.
Thus, we reviewed several anisotropy

energies

and showed the total effective

anisotropy energy in thin film is a sum of bulk asotropy

and surface anisotropy devided

by the film thickness as in Eq.(2.2.4). The thickness dependence of the asotropy
accepted both theoretically and experimentally.
dominant as film thickness decreases.

is well

The surface anisotropy energy become

This aisotropy

behavior in thin films has important

technical implications to tune the desired magnetic property with device thickness as
modem magnetic devices are getting thinner and smaller. It is of interest to study how we
can measure the thickness dependence of each anisotropy, particularly the magnetoelastic
contri'but'on to the total effective anisotropy and how it behaves as thickness decreases.
The pnciple

to measure the magnetoclastic coupling coefficients in thin films will be

discussed next in section 23.
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2.3 Principles in measuring surface magnetoelastic
coupling

coefficients

On an rn-H loop, the area bounded by the m-H curve, the saturation magnetization
and the positive m-axis is proportional
Fig.(23.1)).

to the total anisotropy energy density (see

Here we define in as the reduced magnetization, which is normalized by

saturation magnetization (M,), i = M/M,, and H is the external magnetic field.

The

magnetoelastic coupling coefficients can be determined by measuring the variation of this
area with a change in srain.

If we take an m-H loop with no applied sain,

re 'on in Fig.(2.3. 1)(a) is a reference anisotropy energy.
H loop with an external uniaxial strain,

the shaded

Similarly, if we take another in-

the shaded region in Fig.(2.3.1)(b)

ansiotropy energy which includes the magnetoelastic anisotropy caused by

is the

the applied

strain. The area difference between these two should include the information of the
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients as shown in Fig.(2.3. 1)(c).
From a macroscopic point of view, when an external force (for example tensile
stress) is exerted on a magnetic material, the lattice will be distorted, and the domain
magnetization may change its orientation. This makes the total free energy change until it

reaches equilibrium (Sun,1991).
The free energy density of a struined cubic magnetic system is given in MKS units:

f f".1+L.+ +h"..
Kt(C 2 a22 + a22 %2 +

2

2

3a,

+K2

2 2
a,2 a2a3

(a'e,, +a2e, +a2e., +B2(aa,2e,, + a2a3ey,+ a3ae,,,)
1

2

*-21 C,(e.2 +e2 +,-)2
-M

3 ,
1

2

2

2

+ - C44ey + eyz+ ezx)+ C 2(eeyy
+e,Ye,,
+e,,e.)+.....23.1)
2

B*

where a-'s are direction cosines between the magnetization vector and crystal coordinate

system, eii-'sare strain components, K's
I are the cubic anisotropy constants and BB2 are
magnetoelastic coupling coefficients. The terms proportional

to the K's in Eq.

describe the anisotropy energy density in an unstrained material.

23. 1)

The line terms that

depend on both strain and direction cosines represent the magnetoelastic energy density
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fme. The line terms depend on elastic constants (Cj's) and strains describe pure elastic
energy density. The fourth line represents Zeeman or field energy.
From Eq.(2.3. 1), we can get a mathematical definition
coefficient as the sain
B =

I

of magnetoelastic

coupling

derivative of the free energy:

(Y

(2.3.2)

a,aj dej
We can include the strain dependent

free energy

in the more

familiar

thermodynamic expression for the Gibbs free energy.
G = U- ST e-

B* H

(2.3.3)

where U is internal energy,

is entropy, T is temperature, e is strain, a is stress, B

is

magnetic flux density and H is the magnetic field in MKS units. The asterisk is used with
the magnetic flux density to distinguish it from the magnetoelastic coupling coefficient, B.

From the Maxwell's thermodynamic relationship of Eq 23.3)

and Gibbs-Duhem

relationship,
dH)
de

QcT

(2.3.4)

B*)

By integrating this, we obtain Eq.(2.3.5),
.B( dH)

A B) - (AO) = Jo -)

de

",dB

(2.3.5)

where

B* = yo(M + H) and cr = eE. Here E is Young's elastic modulus.

(2.3.6)

From Es.(.2.3.5) and 2.3.6), we obtain Eq.(2.3.7).
cr(B) - AO =

MMO( H
I

dM

(2.3.7)

de),
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Im

i-

Thus
e(B*)-e(O)=

"MS('
dm
fO E k de)a

(2.3.8).

The integral in Eq.(2.3-8) is proportional to the field difference between two rn-H curves
taken at slightly different srains, integrated from mi = 0 to some arbitrary value in.

Further, another general result can be obtained through the condition, aflaeij =

if

magnetostrictive strain depends upon rotation of the magnetization vector, not on wall

motion (Sun and O'Handley, 1991).
e(B)=(B/3E)(4M2(H)-

where

(2.3.9)

1)

is a saturation ME coupling coefficient.

From E2.3.8)
Br4M2

3

and 2.3.9), we can get E(2.3 IO).

(H - I
E(H)

We can neglect

-4T'

E(O)

the A E

1=

fo

MOMS('
dm
E
de),

(2.3.10).

effect because the imposed strain is much greater than the

magnetostriction in our experi ment, then we get Eq. 2.3. 1 1)
= -3

MOMS

-(

H)

4 M2(H -M2(0)fo de )

dm

(2.3.11)

We can evaluate Eq.(2.3 I 1) at two convenient ml < i < ml field values and take
the difference.

Thus the ME coupling coefficient Bj is related to the ej derivative of the

independent field integrated over an arbitrary magnetization range and normalized to the
difference in the square of the fields at those magnetization limits.
If we define the area difference between the rn-H loops

AA= m( dH
fO

dm

(2.3.12)

e ),,,

then
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.

B

yMsAA
(I +

V)[M2(H)

M2

(2.3.13).

(0)]

Eq(2.3.13) is consistent with the equations in other cases e.g. polycrystalline and single
crystals).
The significance of E.(2.3.13) is illustrated in Fg.(2.3.2).

The integral is simply

the difference between two rn-H curves evaluated at two different swain levels, interaw
from m I t M2. This equation is useful for evaluating

from the rn-H loops including the

non-saturated rn-H loops and those with renianance (mr) as long as we take any arbiauy ml
and m,7greater than m, Since the hysteresis near the saturation region is much smaller than
that near the initial magnetization region, the data from the approach to saturation region can
be used to evaluate B more accurately.

In E.(2.3.13),

all parameters are constant and known variables from the

experimental rn-H loop, except for the saturation magnetization, Ms. Actually Ms of thin
films often exhibits a thickness dependence.

Neither magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE)

nor secondary electron spectroscopy with polarization analysis (SESPA) can provide an
accurate absolute measure of saturation magnetization.

Saturation magnetization is

expected to be smaller in very thin film (Gradmann, 1974). We have examined this in
polycryatalline Ni and permalloy films ex-situ using the vibrating sample magnetometer

(VSM). First, we made a series of films of constant area with various thickness. Then we
measured the saturation magnetization through the vibrating sample magnetorneter (VSM).
The results for polycrystalline Ni and permalloy films are shown in Fig.(2.33).

The

VSM shows considerable noise as thickness decreases, especially below the thickness of
100A range. Thus we could not get any reliable signal below 15A and 30A in permalloy
and Ni, respectively.

The scattering below thickness of 100A most likely have come from

the reduced signal/noise ratio of VSM not from the thickness effect.
In this study, we assume that the saturation magnetization in films of all thicknesses
is the bulk value. Note that the film magnetization enters Eq.(2.3.13) in such a way as to
suppress the measured effective B, not enhance it. If we erroneously used a bulk value to
get B, insertion of the true Ms, if it were smaller than the bulk, would suppress measured B
value. Also, such an origin for the ME anomaly would not give rise to the sign change
which we observed in the pernialloy film series.
Generally, we can determine B at any thickness of the film through Eq.(2.3.13).

For

the detailed application of Eq.(2.3.13), we will show how to determine B's in the cases of
31

the thin films with uniaxial magnetic easy axis, isotropic magnetization

symmetry.
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Fig.2.3.1 Change ofaveraged m-H loops with strain.
(a) m-H loop without extemal strain: the shaded area is the reference anisotropy.
(b) m-H loop with external strain: anisotropy energy increased because ofthe
magnetoelastic anisotropy energy.

(c) the shaded area sows magnetoelastic anisotropy energy.
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2.4. Expected anhysteretic curves with strain
In order to calculate the form ofan m-H loop, we need to consider all anisotropy
energies and the Zeeman energy and then find the equilibrium state from

dF dF

do

dp

0 and F > ,

> 0. In Fg.(2.4. 1),

the conditions

e show the magnetization vctor M

in a artesian coordinate svstem and define the direction cosines.

If the mgnetization

lies in the plane of the ilm (O =900),

e oriby need the dF =
(9 qq

and F >

conditions. This can simplify the problem. This assumption is reasonable for

polycRstallinc N and pennalloy thin flms because

f their large shape anisotropy. (see

Table 24. 1). Thus most ofthe polycrystallinc magnetic ilms show in-plane magrictization
to reduce the shape anisotopy energy
Table 24. 1. Magnitude of bulk anisotropy, energies in Ni and NiFe ilms.
crystalline J/M3)

shape J/m

anisotropy, cnergy

toms

nickel

-

permalloy

2/2

magnetoclastic(ife= 1-3)(J/M3)

KI

35 x 10.5

Bic

4.5 x 104

- 1.5 x 1(5

6.2 x 13

-Z 0

0

The free cnergy density of' the unstrained N film in zero

eld is given by the

crystalline and magrictostatic anisotropy terms.
F=K
+

,(U2(_X2 + ('X2(,X2 + X2CXZ)

I

-

and dF = -dF =

do

dW

2

3

3

1

+ K2

U2
1

2

2

.

(crystalline anisotropy')

(magnetostatic anisotropy')

U3

gN -es q = 450

(because K I < 0

expect our N and permalloy thin ims

and

(2.4.1)

= 900. This means that Nvc

to have an in-plane magnetization.
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More

discussions on how to calculate the anhNsteretic m-H cunes with the above assumptions
will be shown below.
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Fig.2.4.1 Magnetization vector and coordinate svstem.

ai=sinftos,

m=sInOsIn ,
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(a) Coordinate svstem for (100) film whose ME coupling coefficients are to be determined
by fur-point

bending.

Four-point bending subjects the surface film as sample tensile

strain eo.
(b) Arbitarv magnetization

ector and direction cosines in artesian coordinate svstem.
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2.4.1.Uniaxial easy axis
First, we can think about the uniaxial anisotropy case as shown

Fig.(2.4.1.1).

Note that the strain and external magnetic field are parallel to the magnetic easv axis.
The total free energy density is:
F = K 0 + K,, sin 2 (P

+Be (COS2

crystalline amstropy

1 _vsin2

rp)

0 M, H,,, cos 99

Zeeman energy

dF

At equilibrium

magnetoelastic anistropy

0 wth
d 99

rn = cos(p =

(2.4.1.1)

M

(2.4.1.2)

M,

we get the relationship:

M

MOM,

H

- 4K, +Be(I+v)]

(2.4.1.3)

In Fig. 2.4.1.2), we plot m as a function of Hex both for e

0 and e * 0. We have

defined b = Be and show b > 0.
From Eq.(2.4.1.3), the magnetociastic coupling coefficient is given as a function of the
change of the area (AA) in two different m-H loops and the imposed strain (Ae)
B = yOMAA
I + v)Ae

(2.4.1.4)

Thus we can get B casily if we know A e and

A A from the m-H loop measurements at

different strain state, and pro%'Idedwe have the data on saturation magnetization, M, with
film thickness. As Eq.(2.4.1.4) has simple linear relationship with
enough to measure the effective saturation field (HKeff) to get

and A A, it may be

as shown in Eq.(2.4. i.5).

We can express the effective saturation field as

Heff= H + I(I
K

v)BAe

(2.4.1.5)

/AM,
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Fig.(2.4. 1) Is a schematic

of an ex-situ MOKE

experimental

set up for the

polvcn-stalline N film on textured Cu substrates. The Ni film is 1200A thick and has a
uniaxial magnetic easy axis parallel to the external field. A yoke tpe holder is needed to
strech the Cu substrate which,
ile strain of up to 10-3
in turn, exerts a tens
on the Ni film.
Fig.(2.4.3) is the result of the er-situ m-H loops of the Ni films with imposed
unia.xitial stra'ns of zero and

10-3

The square loop without imposed strain changes into

rotated loop with tensile strain. The change of the loops according to strain is consistent

with the expectation as shown in Fig.(2.4.2)
From the data shown in Fg.(2.4.1.3),

we get

This value compares favorably with the bulkvalue of

40

= 6.OxIO6

J/M3

using Eq.(2.4.1.4).

for NI, B = 6.2xlO6

J/M3.

Al Yoke holder

7eching screw

magn

easy axis

ignetic pole pieces

CU

Fig.2.4. 1. 1. Expenmental setup in a uniaxiialmagnetic

asy ais

case. Polycrystalline

Ni

of thi6aiess 1200 A is deposited on textured Cu strip, and streched bv a voke-type holder
actuated bv a bolt.
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Fig-2.4.1-2. The exPected m-H curves in an uniaxial magnetic
strain. Where b=Be.
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Fig.2.4.1-3. Real MOKE hystervisI loops wth
va nous
I
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strain.

1000

2.4.2. Isotropic

olvcrystalline magnetic films

It is somewhat difficult to derive relationships like those in section 24.1 because
total free energy expressions can not be described in a simple way. S. Ndmeth(1991-1)and
Lachowicz(1984)

showed

how

to

determine

magnetostriction

polycrystalline and amorphous strips on thick films.

on

We need to know how each

randomized magnetic domain interacts with the external
Therefore we

coefficients

magnetic and strain fields.

ould like to treat the magnetization as an average over

a distribution

Sablik and Jiles, 1993). This approach makes use of a generalized Langevin function in a
manner similar to severul treatments of amorphous and polycrystalline materials.
In the anhvstenc

state,

which

describes

thermodynamic

equilibrium,

the

polycrystalfiric material is treated as a collection of magnetic domains, each carrying
magnetic moment

M

The distribution of domains at temperature T carries a total

magnetization M in the field direction given by
M
<M

S

cos t9e

d (O

sin 0

8

>
Oe

d(O

8

sin OdO

fo,
where

(2.4.2.1)

is the angle between domain moment Ml and applied field H and Ms = Nm is

the saturation

agnetization of N domains per unit

olume as shown in Fig. 2.4.2. 1).

Ed(O) 's the domain energy in the presence of the magnetic and strain fields of the other
domains and in the presence of external field H. The effect of interaction between domains
can be represented as an effective contribution to the magnetic field,

E d(O = -

ontHe Cos

(2.4.2.2)

where the effective field He is,

He

H

U

+ HU

(2.4.2.3)

The contribution aM to

fective field anises from magnetic interaction between domains

and the contribution

ases

Ha

from magnetoelastic

nteraction between domains.

The

coupling parameter cc can be expressed in terms of saturution magnetization, saturation
43

magnetostriction, and elastic constants and can be determined experimentally (M. Sablik
,1993).

From thermodynamic relationship, in the case of orthogonal stress and magnetic

field,
3

G = U - TS

--Aa

+ MMH

U - -'"AOM-

(2.4.2-4)

where G is the Gibbs free energy density, U is internal energy density.

It follows that the

effective field H is

H

I dG
M T

y

e

H + aM _ 3

p

A
dM T

(2.4.2.5)

Companng Eq.(2.4.2.3) with Eq.(2.4.2.5), we have
3 c

A

HI

70

(M

where

is the bulk magnetostriction under applied field H.

(2.4.2.6)

If we define a = NkBT/[L,,", then the solution of eq(2.4.2. 1) is given by:
M = Ms L(He/a)

(2.4.2.7)

where L(x)=coth(x)- l/x is the Langevin function. We assume the number of domains, N,
is constant. We can take the following values as reasonable for polycrystalline Ni ( Sablik,
1993):

a-3000, x=6.87 1-5, [tK=0.6
= 32 ks cos2o-1/3),

Tesla , k=-3.4x 10-3, E-2.5 x 1 I J/M3. Because

Nvecan write aklaM = 2ks/Ms2)M = 2 Xs/Ms)m. The results of

Eq.(2.4.2.7) are shown in Fig.(2.4.2.2) for several values of strains.
Thus, it is possible to predict the behavior of m-H loops with respect to strain even in
isotropic polycr-stalhne
general pnciple

magnetic materials. This prediction is in fact consistent wth our

shown in section 23 and later results of polycrystalline NFe and N films

(see section 4.
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8 1

4

1

1 05

(A/M)

Flg.2.4.2.2. Expected m-H loops ol'polycn-stalline

(e=+4\ 10-4. -I\

4

NI with respect to various strain

2.4.3. Cubic symmetry
In cubic svmmetry, we can express the crystalline anisotropy energy density (fK) and
magnetoelastic energy NE) as Eq.(2.2.1),(22.1-2) respectively.
and B2 to express

This means we need Bi

single cn1stal magnetoelastic energy instead of one

as in the isotropic

case.
For the coordinate

suystem

as shown

in Fg.(2.4.3. 1), we can express the total free

energy as Eq.(2.4.3.3),
F= K sin 2 VC0S 2 V

crystallineanisotropy energy

+ Be(sin'- p - v Cos299)

ME anisotropy energy

- MOM, H,,, cos p

Zeeman

ion, dF
and to satisfy the equilibrium condit,

energy

0 with n = cow

(2.4.3.1)
M

M

(-.4.3.2)

we must have:

-42K(2nz - ) +2Be(I+ v)] y(,MH,
If

e plot m vs. H,

Fig.(2.4.3.2).

from the Eq.(2.4.3.3)

(2.4.3.3)
for

various

strains,

e obtain

We define b = Be. The plot illustrates that, without imposed strain, the m-

H curve has the expected remanance of ( 1/2)1 2

However, as strain increases for b < ,

the remanance decrease until it becomes zero for cune 3 in Fig.(2.4.3.2)
As was done in the unlaxial easv axis case, we can express
cases as shown in curves 3 and 4 in Fg.(2.4.3.2

as

B - MMAA
(I

in the zero remanance

(2.4.3.4)

v)Ae

In the range Of Mr < M < I (and Mr > 0) as shown in the curves I and 2 in
Fig.(2.4.3.2), we can expressn Bt (see FAI.(2.3.13)):
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B, --

MO
MAA
2

nl2

-

I

(2.4.3.5)

v)Ae

Finally, for the range Mr > 0, we can express

in terms of Mr (H = ) and crystalline

anisotropy constant K I) as
B = -K'1(2in,2 - )

(2.4.3.6)

(I+ v)Ae

This means we can denifv cnstal anisotropy constants for cubic symmetarv and this can
be even applied to a study
respect to dferent

to find magnetocrystalline anisotropy

constants,

K's, with

thicknesses (K(t)).

With the same approach, %vecan get

by bending a

100) Ni film toward [110]

direction as shown in Fig (2.4.3.3)(a) because we can produce shear stains
We have shear strain bv rotation of cnstallogmphic axis as shown in E.(2.4.3.6).
the total free energy density

ould be Eq.(2.4.3.7).

I

e
eij

F

0

I

2
+v

0

I
I

v

2

2

O

0

KI Cos qsIn

2

2

+B,(e,cos'

9 + sin 2 99

0
v

q)
+

B, e

2sin

99cos 9

OM, H, (cosq - sin )

(2.4.3.8)

,F2

At equilibrium

(2.4.3.7)

dF

0

d 99

we get the relationship
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Fig.2.4.3. 1. Experimental setup to determine

I in a single cubic cnstalline symmetry.

M
1

0.70 7

Hex
Fj g 2.4-3-2. The expected

-H

Where b=i3e.

I)C=(

2)

1((Ps with various stra,Ins in a cub'
Ic symmetry.

= 3x I -4
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3)

= 5. I Y4

4) e = - JON1--t

M

'2

(I

(2.4.3.9)

eo

)B,-")

ex=--[K(1-2m

YOM'.

We can illustrate the plot of m s. H, from the Eq.(2.4.3.8) for various strains
Fig.(2.4.3.4).

The plot shows that m has the expected remanance of 0707

in

without

imposed strain. As strain increases, the remanances decrease until it becomes zero.
From the Eq.(2.4.3.8),

we can get the relationship

of Eq.(2.4-3-9) in the zero

rernanance cases such as the curves 3 anc4 in Fig.(2.4.3.4):
B = 2p,,MAA
O + v) Ae
SimilarIv, for the range
Fig.(2.4.3.8)),

(2.4.3.10)

< mr < (arbitary ml amd m

we can express

< I (e.g. curves I and 2 in

from the rn-H loops with the remanances through

Eq.(2.3.13) in section 23.:
B
2

Again

2MMAA
(m,

2 _

(2.4.3.11)

2

ti )(I+ v)Ae

if the m-H loops have remanances such as in the curves I and 2

e get the KI

from the Eq.(2.4.3.1 1:

B
2

2K',(2tn, - )
(I

(2.4.3. 12)

v)Ae

From Eq(2.4.3.9) to 2.4.3.1 1),

e can gt B(t) and Kt)

if v,e measure the m-H loops

under different strains with respect to film thickness (t).
In conclusion, we propose a nw method to determine 131(t), B,(t) and even Kl(t) with
two different m-H loops measured at different strain states. It is a new and unique mehod
of prediction and interpretation of rn-H loops
magnetostriction
(Bozorth,

in single crystals.

coefficients of numerous bulky single cstals

1954), this is a new method to find magnetostriciton

magnetocrystalline coefficients with respect to film thickness.
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Although

the

had been measured
coefficients and even

One major assumption in the above derivation is that the film retains cubic crystalline
svmmetrv even in the very thin regime. This may not be true because of surface relaxation
in thin films. To treat this problem more generally, we need to allow for the fact that a few
top mono-layers of the film have lower symmetry
becomes tetragonal symmetry below thicknm
symmetry in Appendix B.
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than the bulk (that is, bulk cubic

of a few nm). We consider the tetragonal

eo
X

I IO] Easy

y

Axis

eo
Mo.-

eo

Hex

Hex
Ft,-,.-'1.4.3.3. Experimental

SeLUP

for B,,.

m
1

0.7 07
b<O

0

Hex

Fig.2.4.3.4. m-H l(x)p behavior in single cn-stalfine Ni film with shear strain to get
Where b=Be.
1

=

2) c = 3xlO,4
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3) e=-5xIC)-4

4) e = -

OX 1-4

.

2.5 Ne'el model
We now describe the N&

mel

hich ges

a microscopic

meaning to the

phenomenological energy density terms used so far to describe surface effect.
treatment follows that of the Chuang etal in reference.

N&I

This

1954) proposed that atoms

in reduced svmmetrv, such as at a surface, wil gve rise to anisotropies that are different
from the bulk anisotropy in the material.
the efectiv

B with the N&I model.

We made th flowing

assumptions to predict

First, we consider no surface relaxation and no

thickness dependence of the strain, although significant surface

axation (up to 101 by

Davis 1992) is nvolved because of the lowered symmetry and msfit strains at the interface
have large nrse
intermixin

Second,

e assume an ideal nterface

ithout

btween the substrate and magnetic film, and no magnetic interaction btween

the substrate ad
Third,

thickness dependence.

ilm; but an rregular interface is xpected because ot'chemical inten-nixing

e do not account for the xchange coupling btween surface and bulk. However,

the surface spins can b pnned by large surface magnetoclastic anisotropy, and can occur
the exchange

oupling with interior spins. This will be discussed in section 5.

only nearest neighbor

nteractions are considered.

assumptions f0r the N&I model
trends o

Although

Fourth,

Nve made the above

calculations, the N&I model alows

us to predict the

as film thickness decreases.
(w(rq))

btween

atoms

In the N&I model, the magnetic pair interaction energ

is

expanded in Legendrc polynomials (L. N6el , 1954)(S. Chikazurni, 1986):

w(r,

G(r + U r)(C(S 2

+Q(rXcos4
3

where r is interatomic distance and

cos2

-

7

+ --

(2.5.1)
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is the angle between the bond axis and M, as shown in

Fig.(2.5. 1). The first term is ndependent of the direction of magnetization, so it describes
any, isotropic effects such as exchange. The second term has the symmetry of the dipoledipole interaction,

hich depends on the direction of magnetization, and may dscribe

uniaxial anisotropy of any ogin.

The third, quadrupolar term describes anisotropy of

cubic svrnmetrv. The coefficients of Eq.(2.5. 1) are unctions of the distance, r btween
the pairs of magnetic atoms, and can be expanded in terms of bond strain as Eq.(2.5.2),
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L (r = L (r,,) + (A / dr )

e

r, + ...

(2.5.2)

where ro is the bulk unstrained bond length.
The values
(dL/dr)ro) can b

Lro) and Q(ro), s well as their ariation with the bond length (e.g.
rated

to the magnetocnstalline

magnetoclastic cefficients
second nearest neighbor

anisotropy constant KI, and the

B i and B2 of the bulk material (S. Chikazumi 1964).

The

nteractions are often ignored because the nteraction strength

should decreiLsc with bond length. This should be a good approximation
where the d-eicctron are well localized and the number
versus twelve nearest nighbors.

or Ni and Co

f second nearest neighbor is eight

However, it may not as good in Fe where the d-clectrons

are not as tightly localized as in Co or N and the narest neighbor number is eight.
The N&I oefficients for

c N have been calculated, using bulk alues oKi I B i and

B2 at 298K, rom the INlowinLyrclationship.(S. Chikazumi 1964).

K

Q (r, )

B

3L (r,, + (A

dr r,,

B

2L (r, + (A

far r,

2

(2.5.3)

These coefficients arc lsted in Table 25. 1. along with coefficients for bc-cFe.
Table 25. 1. Anisotropy constant K, magnetoclastic coupling coefficients
Ni (at 298 K) and bc Fe (at 298K) and the N& mdel

, B for fcc

parameters denived rom them

Chuang,1994)
KI
1(6 erg/CM3

Q(rO
1(6

erg/cM3t8

BI

BI

erg/CM3 108 erg/cM3

L(ro)

108erg/CM3

(dL/dr)ro
108 erg/CM3

fcc N

-0.045

-0.045

0.62

(.8

R1

0.6

bcc Fe

0.47

0.26

-0.29

0.71

-0.11

0.91

We can find the bulk and surface contribution to the anisotropy energy by summing the
pair interaction energy Eq.(2.5. 1) over the nearest nighbors
53

in each cluster.

The anisotropy energy density for a film is then given by:

=Ebulk +Esurfacelt

Eeff

where

(2.5.5)

and Esurfaceare in units of energy/volume and energy/area respectively. t is the

Ebulk

film thickness. The effective anisotropy energy in thin films is given by a sum of bulk
anisotropy and surface anisotropy which is inversely proportional to film thickness. N&I
(1954) introduced the idea that surface anisotropy goes as one over the thickness (t). This
term expresses the fact that as the film thickness increases, surface atom make up a smaller
fraction of the total film volume. For a deziled derivation of Eq.(27.5.5), see Chuang et al
(1994).
For fcc N100)

films, we can distinguish bulk and surface atomic sites in the film

as indicated in Fig.(2.5.2).

Each type of site contributes in a different way to magnetic

anisotropy because of different nearest neighbor symmety.
nearest neighbors as shown in Fig. (2.5.2(a)).

Bulk fcc N atoms have 12

The symmetry of a surface is reduced

compared to that of bulk because four nearest neighbor bonds are broken in the creation of

the surface as shown in Fig. (2.5.2(b)). The resulting nearest neighbor cluster around a
surface atom in a thin film contains only eight atoms instead of twelve atoms. (Fig.
I

The

effective ani sotropy5.2(c)).
nergy of Ni(100)

considering the nteraction energy of eight
strain tensor of Eq.(2.4.4.4).

Then

ilm can be calculated by

nearest neighbors with an external uniaxial

e have the anisotropy energy which is given as a

form of Eq.(2.5.5).
Kely = f (L(ro), (dL/dr) r, e) + f g ((L(r,,), (dUdr) ro, e) J/t

(2.5.6)

Eq.(2.5.6) is the same form as Eq.(2.5.5) and the first term indicate the bulk anisotropy
and the term.
symmetry.

hich is inversely proportional to film thickness is from the surface

Both bulk and surface terms are

functions of the Ndel model parameters

(L(r,,), (dL/dr' ro) and the strain. N6el model parameters are known constants as shown in

Table 25. 1.
Since

(

is defined as the partial derivative of anisotropy energy with respect to strain

= Klae), we can express

as Eq(2.5-7) from the derivative of Eq.(2.5.6) with

respect to strain
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(2.5.7).

B = P (L(r.), (dL/dr) ro + f g' ((L(ro), (dUdr) r) 1/t

Eq.(').5.7) is the general form of the effective magnetoelastic coupling coefficient
and identical to Es.().5.5) and 2.5.6). First term is Bb and the term which is inversely
proportional to film thickness indicate Bs/t. In Eq.(2.5.7), both Bb
s ar
and
e functions of
only the Ndel parameters. We can determine magnitues and signs of the Bb and Bs through
the above procedure even different surfaces and strain tensors in any other cubic symmetry.
We would like to take an example of the Ndel model application for our purpose.
Let us consider strain that is uniform throughout the thickness of the film, such as due to
unrelieved misfit between the film substrate in Ni/Cu (100) which has 1.6% lattice
mismatch. This Ni/Cu(100) system is of interest because we can compare the results by
the N6el model cculation

with those from the Cu/Ni/Cu(100) epitaxial films in section

4-4. The misfit strain in the film has the form of:
I I

e = eo I
1 0

0

0

1

11 0 0

1

1

0

1

e0l 0 1 0

1

0

-2v/(I-v)

I

where eo is the misfit strain, eo

I

0

1 1

(2.5.8)

(asubstrate-afilm)/ asubstrate , and Poisson's ratio (v is

assumed to be 13.
Using these assumptions, we can calculate
NI/Cu(100) system.
result of Beffl.

Beffl(t) from the (100) surface of the

Since only principal strain involved in Eq.(2.5.8),

First, we can evaluate the effective

we expect the

nteraction energies of the (100)

surfaces of the N film with a given strain tensor, Eq.(2.5.8).

The anisotropy energy of

(100) surface of' the eight nearest neigbors under strain tensor of Eq.(2.5.8) can be
cal cul ated wi th Eq. 2.5. 1) and s g ven as the form of Eq. 2.5.6). S irice BeffI t) is defined
as the partial denvative of anisotropy energy with respect to principal strain (ei-), we can
evaluate Bi from the effective interaction energy.

The result is shown in Table 25.2.

Similarly, if we consider (I I ) surface of Ni/Cu(I I 1) system with biaxial misfit strain,
then we can obtain Beff,)(t) because this surface is related only shear strains (e- -) as will be
shown in Eq.(4.4.2).

With the same mthodology,

is also shown in Table 25.2.
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we can calculate the Beff'). The result

Table

25.2. Bulk and surface magnetoelastic coupling coefficients for cubic structures

in the (100) and (I I ) surface coordinate system. (in Ni/Cu system)
(100) surface

ives Beff

( 1 11) surface gives Beff2(t)
Bbulk

Bsurface/t

(100) system

BeffI(t)

3L(r,)+(I/2)(dLJdr)r.

(III) system

Beffl(t)

'1L(r,,)+(dL/dr)r.

[- I.5L(ro)]/t
[-LrO)-(1/8)(dL/dr)r,,,]/t

Thus the E coupling coefficients in single crystal Ni/Cu can be given as:
BeffI (t = 6.2 - 5.25/t(A I
B eff,)(t =

- 6 1A(A) ]

X 16

X 16

J/M3)

(2.5.9)

j/M3)

for the case of baxial misfit strain. The results of E(2.5.9) are illustrated in Fig.(2.5.3).
This shows Befrl(t) and Beffl(t) of epitaxial. fcc-Ni can change sign near the surface

We

will see in section 44 that the results in Fig.(-2.5.3) are consistent with those of the
epitaxial N films with Cu capping layer (Cu/Ni/Cu(100)) except for the thickness scale.
The thickness scale mav be recalibrated bv considering the exchange interaction between
surface and bulk. More detailed discussions on possible ogins

of thickness scale shifts

w'II be found in section .
Thus, gven the strain states of films, the N&I model allows us to predict that Beff
is the sum of Bbulk and the surface term,

Bsurface/t, while determining the sign and

magnitude of Bbulk and Bsurface in a single crystal.
Single crystal N with baxial strain shows that B-'s can decrease from positive to

negativevalues as thickness decreases due to the lowered symmetry at the surfaces.
So far, the Ndel model does not include the exchange anisotropy energy between the
surface and bulk or the ntermixing at the interface. These may be the major reasons why
the Bsurfacecontnibution can be significant only below thickness of IOA range with this
simple model. The possible contributions of the exchange coupling and intermixing layers
HI be dscussed in section

.
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Fig.2-5.2. Illustration of bond symmmetry of fcc-thin films.
(a) Nearest neighbor cluster around bulk fcc atoms
(b) Vacant sites due to creation of surface
(c) Nearest neighbor cluster around surface fcc atoms
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Fig-2-5.3. Illustration of B's with respect to film thickness under biaxial misfit strain:
single crystal Ni under biaxial srain

(a) Beffl(t = [6.2-5.25/t(A)l
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(X 16 J/M3)

25

3

I Experimental procedure and instrumentation
3.1. Overall view of experiment
The o,,,eal view of experimental procedure Is as follows.

We first measure m-H

loops in situ on a film subject to no applied strain using magneto-optic Kerr effect
(MOKE).

A bulk measurement technique such as torque magnetometry or vibrating

sample magnetometry (VSM) may be used if the film can be protected from atmospheric
contamination.

These unstrained loops establish the

perative anisotropy

constants

(a.ssuming Ms is determined ndependently by using VSM as hown in Fig.(2.3.3)), and
'de a guidance n selecting strain and ield directions for ME coupling coeffic'
prove

I

I

measurements.

ient

m-H loops taken with dferent

Ae, and field combinations

applied strin

through 4-point bending,

llow determination ofall the B's as shown in section 23.

We showed the top view of our expcnimetal facilities, in Fg.(3. 1. 1).
studying thin films, the film must be kept

When

free of' contaminants during all stages of

experiments.

n order to obtain such cleanliness, the growth and characterization of these

magntic ilms

ere performed under ultra-high acuum (UHV). The chamber is equipped

with a mechanical roughing pump, a turbo pump and a ion pump wch

provide the base

pressure of 100-8 Torr. The four-point bending sample hoder is mounted on a rotatable
platform

n

hich is capable of 360- rotation. It is used to Position the sample for the arious

expe ments such as evaporation

Auger spectroscopy', and magneto

-optic Kerr effect

(MOKE) measurement etc. Auger spectroscopy is used to monitor substrate cleanliness
and ilm deposition. Three magnetic pole pieces inside the chamber give

capabilities of

longitudinal and polar MOKE measurements.
Here is an example of measurement of magnetoclastic coupling coefficient B in
polycrystallne permalloy ilms

perrnallov/ 2000A Ag/ Si(100) ). We prepared a silicon

substrate measuring 0.5 x 32 cm cut from a 2 SI(X))
was 0025 cm. The intermediate slver (Ag) laver
another chamber
chamber

hich

vvafer. The thickness of the

as deposited on the prepared %vaferin

as equipped with e-beam evaporator.

as set around 10-6 Torr and the deposition rate

Ag layer was 2000A. Ater that, this substrate

afer

The base pressure of this

as 5/sec.

The thickness ofthe

as transferred to our chamber

as shown

in Fg.(3. 1. 1). The permalloy source, with composition N79Fe2 , was a rod of diameter
0 I inch.
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Then

e deposited permalloy film using e-beam evaporator with rate of 0.5A/min.

Similarv, to make our Ni films, 99.995% Ni rod source was used. The evaporation rate of
Ni

as 0.5 A/min.
After deposition of a desired thickness

performed.

of film, MOKE measurements

were

Upon getting a MOKE signal, we found the magnetic easy axis through the

longitudinal and polar MOKE measurements.

This is shown schematically

in Fig.(3.1.2)

where panels (a) and (b) represent loops in either longitudinal or polar fields.

Fig.Q. 12)

(a) and (b) show the magnetic film has in-plane easy axis. We obtained here a reference mH loop without external imposed strain. Then we applied external tensile or compressive
strain to the sample by manipulating the 4-point bending holder. Therefore we could get

another m-H loop at different strain through MOKE as shown in Fig.(3.1-2).(c). The m-H
loops

ould change according to strain as we expected in section 24-2.
To verify the result of MOKE measurements, we used the same composition of the

films (Ni79Fei 1) with various thicknesses of polycrystalline
silver/silicon wafer substrate
evaporation.

as shown in Fig.(3.1.3).(a)

permalloy

films on a

using a mask with e-bearn

The diameter of the magnetic film is 02 inch. The holder for the vibrating

sample magnetometer (VS"

is made of Kel-Fr-"

81 Platic PCTFE (homopolymer of

chlorofluoroethvIene) to reduce the background noise and is designed to apply tensile and
compressive strain (±1.5 x 13)

depending on the direction of the loadin

Fig.3.1.3.(c) and (d), respectively.

as shown in

Then we have measured the magnetoelastic coupling

coefficients o these film through VSM as shown in Fig.(3.13).(e)

with the same pnciple

as described earlier.

Note that according to the experimental setup, we can determine the magnetoelastic
coupling coefficients for the isotropic magnetic material as shown in section 23 and 24.2.
The simple change of m-H loops under each strain is shown in Fig.(3.1.4).

Tical

real

MOKE and VSM data %%-hich
depend on the corresponding strain are shown in Fig.(3.1.5)

and Fig.(3.1.6), respectively.

By repeating the above procedure of rn-H loops

measurments and determining the
Bcff(t) with

values as growing the films, we can measure the

spect to film thickness.
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I

Fig.3. 1. I.Schematic top view o
A: e-beam eaporator
C: Windows

UHV camber. Base pressure: 10-8 Torr

B: Pump line eq'pped

Nvithmecharncal and turbo pumps.

D: Magnets for transverse MOKE

F: Rotatable Platfon-n.

G: Sputter gun

1: Photodetector fr MOKE

r polar MOKE

H: LLwr for MOKE

J: MOKE workbench
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E: Magnets

K: Controllers.

(b)

I

fit

H

t

r

C

Fig.3.1.2 Schematic behavior of MOKE loop according to strain.
(a) A longitudinal MOKE loop without external imposed strain
(b) A polar MOKE loop without external imposed strain
(c) Change ofMOKE loops with strain.
(r: reference loop %NIhoutstrain t: with tensile strain
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c: with compressive strain.)
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Fig-3.1-3. Schernaticillustration

I

of sample preparation for the VSM measurement.

(a) Circular magnetic films on rectangular silicon wafer.
(b) Four-point bending holder for the ex-situ VSM measurement.
M BendinL fr the tensile strain.
(d) Bending for the compressive strain.
(e) Schematic

llustration of VSM measurement with holder.
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MOKE data. Perinalloy 65A /Ag/ Si(100)
above: e=O below: e, = -5 x10-4

Fig.3.1.5. Measured m-H loops in-sitit with MOKE
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m
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0

H (0e)
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m

-10

0

H (0e)

10

VSM data. Permalloy 45A /Ag/ Si(100)
above: e=O below: e = + 15 X 10-4
Fig.3.1.6. Measured m-H loops ex-situ with VSM
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3.2. Sample preparation
We prepared samples of four different types as shown in Fg.(3-2. 1).
1) polycrystalline permalloy (Ni79Fe,)j)/2000A silver/Si(100)
polvcrvstalline permalloy (Ni79Fe2j)/2000A copper/Si(100)
3) polycrystalline uckel (Ni)/natural silicon oxide(SiO,)/Si(100)
4) Cu cap Piing/ single crystal Ni(100)/ 2000A Cu(100)/ Si(100)
In each case, we studied the dependence of the ME coupling coefficient on magnetic layer

thickness.
Silicon wafer substrates were chosen because they are inexpensive

and readily

avaiilablecompared to other materials. In additon, Si's well-known mechanical properties
makes possible the accurate control of strain to the film.

All silicon wafers were cleaned

by acetone to remove organic impurities before the deposition.
In preparing the polycrystalfine magnetic films, silver (Ag) is a good buffer layer to
prevent silicide formation between permalloy and the silicon wafer and to keep the interface
stable chemically.

Copper (Cu) is also as good as silver in that regards.(Zhu,

1984).

Natural silicon doxide layers between the polycrystalline Ni and the silicon wafers are
expected to function favorable in this study for it acts as a good diffusion barrior.
All polycrystalline magnetic films and intermediate lavers were deposited through an ebeam eaporator.

A tv Piical deposition rate of Ni and Permalloy films was 0.5 A/min at the

base pressure of 2x1O-8Torr. The e-beam. eaporation condition for depositing Ag or Cu
intermediate films was 5A/sec and 1-6 Torr of base pressure.
A schematic of the e-beam evaporator which was designed and built for this study is
shown in Fig.(3.2.2).

A tungsten (W) filament is used to supply electrons. A positive

voltage is applied to a magnetic material source (Ni or permalloy rod) which accelerates the
electrons from the filament to the rod. Then the energy of the electron is transferrd to the
Ni or pernialloy source (Ni79Fe, 1), melting and evaporating the tip. The Ni source is
99.99517cpure and the per-malloy is 99.99% pure.
E-beam evaporation is a clean deposition technique because only the tip of the rod is
evaporated without any crucible and it is etensively
The aount

out gassed before the evaporation.

of material being deposited is monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator

(QCO). The QCO is mounted close within I inch of the source tip. The deposition rate,
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as given by QCO, is calibrated with film thickness

y monitoring the growth of thick films

which can be measured ex-situ using a step profilornetry (Dek-Tak).
We can recalibrate the deposition rate by using the Herts-Knundsen equation (Holland,
1961):
Deposition rate = N / (2-Tr)

(3.2.2. 1)

[#/CM2.secl

where N is the evaporation rate expressed as N = -':EmakT) P[#/cm2.sec].

Here, ma is

the mass of atom, k is Boltzman constant, T is the temperature of the source

K], and Peq

is the equilibrium partial pressure of the source Torr].
Our e-beam chamber is not equipped to characterize the growth mode or the
crvstallinitv of the film substrate. While the intent of the experiments is not to study film
growth but to probe magnetic properties, the two are nterrelated.(Bruce,

1977).

The

growth mode is affected by such parameters as substrate temperature (Iwasaki,19178),
deposition

rate (Coughlin,

1981), and substrate

oentation

(Chambers,

1986) etc.

Because the quality of the film is an important factor determining its magnetic properties
(D. A. Steigerwaid,1988), mcrostructural. characterization of the magnetic films have been

performed (see section 45).
The epiuxial Cu(100) capping /Ni(100)/Cu(l00)Si(100)

samples shown in

Fig.(3.2. 1) (d) were prepared using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

The preparatio

epitaxial films requires rigorous conditions such as removal of the surface oide
impurities.

The Si

layer and

afers were dipped in 10% FIF-delonized water solution to remove the

native oxide laver and were dned before loading the into MBE chamber.

layer helps

of

The Cu capping

to revent formation of Ni silicide and surface oxidation for ex-situ

measurements.

Moreover, these Cu lavers are suitable to studv misfit dislocations due to

appropriate lattice mismatch 2.6%) between Ni and Cu layers

Bochi, 1994).

A few reports on epitaxial Ni layer growth are available (J. Tersoff, 1982)(M G.

Barthes, 1981)(B.T.Jonker et al, 1988)(Chang, 1992). According to Chang(1992), the
epitaxial N(100)/Cu(100)/Si(100)

system can be made by evaporation around 1-9 Torr.

We showed a schematic top view of the moleclar beam epitaxy (MBE) system in
Fig.(3.2.3).

It is equipped with two electron beam eaporators

(for N and Cu), a load-

lock, a RHEED set-up, an Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) apparatus and surface
magneo-optic Kerr effect MOKE) set up for in-situ magnetic characterization.
apparatus is located above the sample holder.
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The AES

The base pressure of the chamber was

5xIO-1 I Torr and pressure nver exceeded IxIO-8 Torr during deposition. The deposition
rate for Cu and N were 3/s

and

.SA/s respectively. The thickness of intermediate Cu

lavers was 2000A in Cu/Ni/Cu/Si sandwich samples. The thickness of capped-Cu laver in
Cu/Ni/Cu/Si

as 40A.

No intentional heating

as applied to the samples during

deposition. The crystallographic quality and the growth oentation

of the thin films were

studied in-situ by refracted high energy electron diffractometry (RHEED).

RHEED is an

in-situ film charatefization technique capable of monitoring the structure of the films during
and after growth. The RHEED
angle.

lectron beam is incident on the film surface at a grazing

The outcoming beam has a specular and diffracted component, and produces a

diffraction pattern on a fluorescent screen.

More details can be found in standard

references.(Lagally 3 et al, 1993).
We studied the mcrOstructur
electron microscope (TEM).
interface, samples

o the polycrystalline magnetic films with transmission

To prepare TEM specimens parallel to the film/substrate

ere cut into square pieces, approximately, 3x3 mm using a carbide tip.

After cutting, the specimen was mounted on a polish block with cystal wax epoxy with the
face of interest down. The silicon substrates were ground down to the thickness of 35 [tm,
using 400 git SIC paper.

After cleaning the specimen in the sequence of acetone and

methanol, specimens are removed from the polish block.

Finally ion milling

performed in a room temperature stage at 6kV for 15 hrs. The ion beams
toward the specimens at

an angle of 15'

as

ere directed

from the surface until the samples were

transparent to electrons.
Also films of' various thicknesses

ere grovvn on formvar substrates coated wth

carbon on 400 msh Athene gnids to nvestigate the morphology,
film thickness increases.

f the magnetic films as

Formvar substrates are the thin polymer films

hich are

transparent to electrons and ofer good amorphous substrates to grow the magnetic films.
TEM observation
Detailed teories

as accomplished

using a JEOL200CX

instrument at 2OkV.

of mage interpretation for the transmission electron mroscopy'

found in standard references.( LudNlg Reimer, 1984) (P. Hirsh et al., 1977).

can be
Some

microstructure images were obtained using a Nanoscope III atomic Force microscope
(A FM).
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(a)

(b)

NiFe

i

NiFe

Ag

Cu

Si(i 00)

Si(i 00)

(C)

(d)

Ni

Cu

SI02

Ni
Cu

Si(i 00)

Si(i 00)

Fig.3.2. 1. Samples fr the experiment
a) poIN-crystaffine
prmallov/2000A slver/Si(100)
b) polycrystalline pennalloy/2000A copper/Si(100)
O poINICI'Vstalline
rickel/natural silicon o'de(SIO,)/SI(100)
d) Cu capping/ single cr,,stalline Nil 2000A Cu(100)/ S(100)
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FIg.3.2.2. Schematic diagram of e-beam, eNIaporator
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MOKE
set-up
RHEED
Gun e

Ion Gauge

RHEED
Screen

Evaporators

Fig. 32.3.

Schematic diagram of MBE chamber
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3.3. MOKE measurements
The magneto-optic Kerr effect MOKE) can be applied to a variety of materials to
research surface magnetostnction or dominant magnetic arnsotropies, to dentify magnetic
ordering, to correlate Curie-temperature trends with ilm thickness and to characterize the
critical magnetization exponent at the 2-D phase transformation

(Bader

1991).

Great

progress has been made in using MOKE to address key issues in surface ma netism and in
magneto-optics in ultra thin ilms (Bauer, 1990). Visible light is reflected from a surface
layer comparable to the classical skin depth, 6,1 = 200A.
t << 6,1, the light also rflects

In magnetic films of thickness

partially from the substrate.

If the substrate is a non-

magnetic material, all Kerr rotation is due to magnetic film. MO
sensitive to

has been shown to be

few monolavers (ML) in thickness.

Fig.(3.3. 1) shows

shematic

representation o

the magnetic interaction.

We

assumed that the saturation Krr rotation corresponds to the saturation magnretization with
film thickness is nown and that the relationship is lnear.
polarized and the light is rflected

The incident light is linearly

from the magnetized film having

Kerr rotation and

ellipticim'. The part of the induced response that is in-phase with the incident light gives
rise to the rotation, while the out-of-phase part accounts for ellipticity.
magnetic field is applied to

I f an external

verse the magnetization direction of the sample, the magneto-

optic rotation and ellipticity rverse

sign. Macroscopically the effect can be described by

off-diagonal terms in the dielectric tensor=

I
==N2

iQ

0

_iQ

I

0

0

0

(3.3.1)

IJ

where N is the refractive index and Q is the magneto-optic (Voigt) constant of the medium.
When light enters a magnetic medium, it separates into left-circularly polarized
light (Icp) and right crcularly polarized light (rcp). The interaction of light with a magnetic
medium can be understood b,,, the analyzing effects on its 1cp and rp.

The amount that rep

and cp are absorbed by the material can be found from the tensor.

The absorptive

properties depend upon the ral part of the diagonal elements and the imaginary part of the
off-diagonal elements.
This means the to

If this difference is finite then the to

are absorbed differently.

circular modes tnavel with different velocities and attenuate dfferently,

due to the dfferences in the real and imaginary parts of the potential inside the medium. As
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the rcp and cp rcombine when thev leave the material, this dfference in absorption leads
to a change in polarization. For a linear polarized light, the axis of polarization is rotated
and has become elliptically polarized. These effects scale directly wth the ma netiz ti
I

ot'surface

I

_

i -a ion

Bader 1990).

There are three Kerr configurations that are of importance: polar, longitudinal and
transverse.

In the polar Kerr et fect

the magnetization direction is perpendicular to the

plane of the film. (along the surface normal).

In the longitudinal Kerr effect the

magnetization is in the film plane and in the scattering plane of the light (plane of
'dence). We use these polar and longitudinal configurations.

In the transverse Kerr

effect the magnetization is also in film pAne, but the polarization direction of light is
perpendicular to the plane of the film plane.
Typically the system consists of' a laser source, a polarizing
photodiodc

etector.

analyzers and a

For MOKE magnetic characterization, the sample is maneuvered into

the gap ofelectromagnets

inside the vacuum chamber. The magnet voke and pole pieces

are rnade of'soft iron. The magnet is capable of applying in-plane ields up to ±350 Oe, and

out-of-plane ±(X) O.
The optics used for detecting MOKE are shown in Fig.(33.2).

Polarized light rom

3OmW He-Ne laser is passed through a polarizer. The laser and polanzer are configured to
produce s-polanzcd light of light %whoseelectric field vector oscillates perpendicular to the
plane ofincidence. The plane ofincidence is defined by the propagation vctor of the light
and the non-nal to the sample's surface. The light enters the vacuum chamber through a
window and is reflected bv the sample. The reflected beam travels at through another
light passes through another polarizer and nto a photodetcctor. The
windows. Fnaliv, the
polarization in the path ofthc reflected beam path is st slighthy, off extinction
to the ntial polanzer.

The amount

f light which is able to path through the analyzing

polanzer Is proportional to the amount of rotation due to MOKE and is
Kerr ntensity. The resulting m-H loop wl
sample illuminated by laser beam

vth respect

ferred to as the

be an average response over the area o the

around IMM2). Magnetic hsteresis

by monitoring light ntensity, at the detector as the id

curves arc obtained

is wept.(Ballentein 1989)

The first step in taking data %%,as
to align the optics so the laser bam

passed through

the center of the two polanzers and quarter wave plate and struck the magnetic film and
photodiode in the cnter as shown in Fig.(3.3.2).
Once this had been accomplished, the second polan'zcr and quarter wave plate vvere
rotated to mnimize the signal to the photodiode. The second polarizer was than rotated one
degre fom its extinction oentation.

The zero oset
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%vasadjusted so that the bse signal

was zero, allowing us to look at the variation in the ntensity. The absolute ntensity which
was amplified by a lock-in was recorded by the computer (IBM 386PC).
Before the optics had been adjusted, the maximum current to the electromagnet was
set by adjusting the potentiometer attached to the current power supply. For each group of
runs and its calibration file, the starting maximum current was kpt the same.
The applied field

as sept

from Its mximum

to minimum

alue by the computer

preset number of times (typically ten to twenty) and the intensity at the detector,%vas plotted
vs. field 512 bin numbers). The computer program used to take data was the E. G.

G.

ACE Multichannel Scaling Software working with a MCS data acquisition computer board.
Initial1v run ot'data vas taken with the field applied along the axis orthogonal to the
strain, the x-axis, and the starting magnet current st to Its maximum

alue. The sample

saturated readIN, in this direction for permalloys, %vhileth N film saturated partially. Then
data was taken. Nviththe field applied perpendicular to the plan o the film (z-Lixis) to check
the in-plane asy axis.
From these data, we normalized all the data points to get rn-H lops.

Here m means a

magnetization vctor which was normalized bv saturation magnetization Ms). (m = M/MS
arbitarv unit signal/maximum signal alue).
We araged

the values of' upper and lower parts of th

hsteresis

loop at each H

under a gven stmin (the bold curve in Fig.(2-2. 1)). The area surrounded by the aeraged
rn-H curve and upper boundary in the first quadrant and positive in-axis is measured. This
area is the effective anisotropy, nergy, and is shown as the shaded areas in Fg.(2.2. 1).
FinalIN', the compressive

strain %vas applied to se

the change of the loops.

Following the compressive strain, tensile strain was also applied to the filins to see the
rotation

the loops to opposite direction with the same data aquisition process.

Eventuallv, we had to

area at the dfferent strain state, then we could calculate the

magnetoclastic coupling coefficlents B) and magnetostnciton

coefficients (k) from the

Eq.(2.3.13) in section 23.
As a practical problem, T. Katavarna

1988) reported the polar Kerr rotation angle of

Fe aver would be veR small blow 56A with red laser light. This mans MOKE analysis
depends on even laser

avelength and film thickness.

It is of interest to use a complemental

technique wth dfferent

understand the surface tselfor coupled magnetic lax,ers.
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probing depth to

Fig.3.3. 1. Schematic representation of the magneto-optic Kerr interaction. The incident
light is linearly polarized and the light reflected from the magnetized film has a Kerr rotation
and el Ii ptici ty (A fter Bader, 1987).
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maonetic

PC

Fig.3.3.2.

Illustraion of MOKE measurement setup
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3.4. Auger Spectroscopy
In this study, Auger electron spectroscopy is used to check the composition of
poINcrystalline pen-nalloy (NiFe) and Ni films. Particular attention was pald to the possible
existence of silicide and oxide at the interface and surface.
A sputter etching gun produced a

kV beam of Ar ions which is directed to the

substrate. Sputtering is performed until the sustrate is clean. Tpical

contaminants on the

magnetic film aver were oxygen and carbon. Auger spectroscopy study showed that NiFe
films have no significant compositional vzhiation with respect to depth. Moreover, Auger
measurements reveals that the copper intermediate laver interacts more with the permalloy
film than does the silver laver.
Auger eectron spectroscopy is based on a radiationless process called the Auger
effect.

In the Auger process, a core level of surface atom is ionized by an impinging beam

of electrons. The excited atom can decay to a lower energy state b having one of the outer
electrons drop down into the acant core level. Depending on the incident beam energy,
the energy which is produced by such a valence-core level trunsition can be released as
radiation, or alternativelv, bv the Auger process without emission of radiation. In the latter
case, the excess energy from the transition is given to an outer electron of the same atom.
This electron is then rejected from the atom with a characteristic kinetic energy as shown in

Fig.(3.4.1).

Auger electron
Ekinetic=13<- EL- EM

M

0

AL L

Energy

Incident

electricity

Background

electron

K

Fig.3.4. 1. Illustration of Auger process..
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Atoms can have many different Auger ransitions. Each transition involving different
energy levels results in a different kinetic energy for the Auger electrons.
transitions tend to dominate for a particular elemenL

Usually certain

By analyzing the different

ener 'es of the Auger electrons, it is possible to determine

ne c

the binding energies of a

sample's surface atoms. Since these binding ener 'es are the characteristic of a particular
element, it is therefore possible to determine chemical composition. (L.C. Fieldman and
J. W. Mayer 1986).

The variation in the number of secondary electrons per unit energy, dN(E)/d(E) is
calculated and plotted ersus kinetic energy. This derivative technique is used to minimize
background effects and sharpen the peaks. Once the peaks are detern'llned, it is possible by
reference to standard data taken to determine

the composition at the surface (Davis et al,

1978)(Walat, 1993).
Due to the small inelastic

mean free path of the electrons, only Auger electrons

from atoms within the first few lavers will be ejected from the surface without any
loss of energy. Such electrons wl

gve peaks n the energy distribution of the

secondary electrons. The energy and shape of these Auger peaks can be used to determine
the composition of the surface.
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3.5. Four-point Bending and other techniques to
measure B.
How does one determine the magnetostnctive properties of materials?
(10-4 to 10-3 or B's can be measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD).
and alloys

10-7 to 10-4) can be measured with strain gauges.

Large k's

in transition metals
Since XRD or strain

guages are not suitable for thin films, other techniques have been developed to measure the
magnetielastic coupling coefficients.
The direct method to determine the magrietostriction constant of a thin film is to
uti I'ze the static bendin- of a thin film-substrate by the magnetostriction effect under the
influence of a maLyneticfield. The measurement of a small degree of bending is delicate and
requires very thin substrates of rather large size. Typically two methods of measuring the
magnetostriction coefficients through the direct method are reported in the literature which
yield reliable data. One may use optical interferometry to detect the bending of the magnetic
film under the influence of a magnetic field. Hoffman et al 1969) reported ultrathin foils
as substrate which shows bending observable by optical interferometry.

Bellesis

1993)

and Harllee 1993) also showed magnetostnction measurements by interferometry.
The other uses an electrical capacitance probe with a cantilevered substrate.
variation

of this method

was used with some

success

(Kiockholm,

A

1976); the

magnetostrictive stress in a magnetized film causes a deflection in the film-substrate
cantilever.

The thickness and elastic constants of both film and substrate are required to

extract the magnetostriction.

The deflection of the free end is measured

y a capacitance

probe (J. E. Goldman, 1949)(C. Y. Shih,1988).
It is possible, also, to determine the change in magnetization in response to an
imposed stress or strain. Clark and Wun Fogle 1989) have used such a simple applied
stress technique to measure bulk
O'Handley

ME coefficients of amorphous ribbons.

1990) have used the same pnciple

Sun and

to measure the surface ME coefficient of

an amorphous material (assumed isotropic) using spin polarized

secondary electron

spectroscopy to selectively monitor the response of the surface magnetization to the applied
strain.
In addition, Zuberek et al

1988) measured the surface magnetostriciton of Ni/Ag

multilaver using strain-modulated ferromagnetic resonance (FN4R) and found a strong
thickness dependent contribution to the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients that drove Beff
81

negative at small thickness.

Several other techniques such as a dnamical

tester (so called, DYMOST)

(G.Trippel 1977), mechanical

substrate (Kwaaitaal 1982), special 4-

magnetostriction

bending of cantilevered

int bending holder for VSM

D. Mauni, 1990),

and ferromagnetic resonance with tapered sample for uniform strain

R.D. McMichael,

1994), have been reported.
We have used the simple streching method to measure the Bs of the polycrystalline
Ni film deposited on a textured Cu strip and explored thin film growth on piezoelectric
transducer (PZT)

substrates as an alternative way of inducing strain to measure ME

coefficients as shown in Fig.(3.5. 1). However the streching method is hard to control and
not practical in a UHV chamber.

It is difficult to grow single crvstal films on PZT

substrates due to porosity of the PZT ceramics which degrade the optical signals and pin
the magnetic response. Moreover, PZT as an actuator was not realistic because it requires
tremendous aount

of voltage to make the necessary bending of the silicon wafer

substrate.
Finally, we would suggest a 4-point bending system actuated by mechanical force to
produce strain to satisfy our requirements.

The system is shown schematically

Fig.(3.5.2). (See the Appendix-A for the detail relationship between surface sain

in
and

bending). All of the materials on the holder are nonmagnetic; therefore it does not interfere
with the magnetic measurements.
We can get homogeneous uniaxial strain between 2 inner poles by using 4-point
bending as shown in Fig.(3.5.2).

We can apply the bending distance (Ya) and surface

strain (e) as Eq.(A.5) in Appendix (A. Sloane, 1952). The apparatus consists of 2 metal
blocks wth

rods (I/ 16" of diameter) spaced at a specific distance from the center of the

block (L--3cm, acm).

Fig.(3.5.2).(a) and (b) shows that uniaxial tensile or

compression stresses can be applied to the substrates and films by placing it in contact with
the 2 sets of rods while a center block is driven by an mechanical actuator (micrometer or
fine thread mechanism for the UHV).
Our method of checking the change in magnetization with respect to strain produced by
four-point bending is proved to be sensitive and reliable up to 10-7 of magnetostriciton as
will b shown in our experimental results, especially NFe films.
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(b)

Im

4. Experimental results
4.1. Permalloy on silver
Fig.(4. 1. 1) shows the Beff(t) data vs. ilm thickness for polycrystalline Ni79Fe2 /
2000A Ag/ Si(100) a slightly iron rich permalloy. The data were taken in-situ MOKE as
we described earlier.

For film thicknesses greater than 40A, the measured value was

identical to the bulk value Beff- -0.8xIO5

j/M3

X_

+0.25xlO-6).

This is a very small

magrietostriction but is quite reliably measured by our method even in films less than IOOA
thick. As the film thickness decreases a strong positive NE term becomes evident in the
measured effective ME coupling coefficient:
Beffm

= Bbulk + Bsurface/t

whereBsurface--+1.4xlo-4j/M2forpolycrystallineNi79Fe,)l.
Fq(4.1.1)isidenticaltothat
observed for surface anisotropy energy in many thin films and multilayer systems and is
fully consistent with the NM model described in section 25.
The solid line in Fig 4. 1. 1) is a ft to the NM
Beff(t =

.78 + 14/(t 7)

X 105 J/M3),

where t is in units of A. Here the

layer.

Possible ogin

model, that is

thickness offset suggests a magnetically different

for this offset, diffusion induced intermixing or the exchange

coupling between surface and bulk, will e explained later. The arrow indicates the bulk
value of the magnetoelastic coupling coefficient.

Beff shows a change of sign around a

thickness of 20A.
The results in Fig 4. 1. 1) indicate that near the film surface the magnetoelastic
coupling coefficient can be much greater than its value in the interior and can even have a
different sign. We can see this result more clearly if we plot Beff-(t1
7) vs. film thickness
(t-7) as shown

Fig.(4.1.2).

The slope is

Bbulk

and the intercept is

Bsurface.

The effect of Eq.(4. 1. 1) may be simply related to the lower symmetry of the surface
Mel model or it may anise from some sructural or chemical anomaly unique to the surface
or to the ultrathin films. At the most basic level, the data in Figs.(4. 1. 1) and
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41-2)

indicate that in ultrathin films, i.e. near the surface, the magnetization orientation is much
more sensitive to the state of sain

than in the thicker films.

There could be many

phenomena that contribute to this enhanced magnetoelastic coupling.
We need to determine whether any chemical or suctural

changes in the thinnest

films could be responsible for the abrupt change of the magnetoelastic coupling near the
surface.

Microstructural effects will be discussed in section 45 with TEM and Auger

depth profiling.

Here, we

consider the chemical composition effect.

Auger depth

profiling of the permalloy film composition shows that the Ni/Fe ratio to be uniform within

±4% throughout the film thickness as shown in Fig 4.1.3). This figure is a plot of the
atomic concentrationof nickel and iron elements with respect to sputter time. Fig.(4.3. )
shows the relative ratio of Ni and Fe according to sputter time because only Ni and Fe
Auger signals are normalized.

The thickness of the polycrystalline permalloy film was

nominally 30A. The change in composition in the first 30 sec is due to surface oidation
during the transportation of the sample after in-situ magnetic measurements.

The peaks

after 3 min. of sputter time are artifact from the software and are not physically important
Sputtering was done with a gun voltage of 2 kV-5 tLA/an

scale factor of 0063

k c/s

and sputter rate of IOA/min .
For the surface to show a ME coefficient of the order + 1016J/M3 k
composition would have to shift approximately from

Fig 4.1.4) ( data taken from

5X1-5), the

Ni79Fe21 to Ni85Fej5 as shown in

'Handley, 1977). Thus this change is not a result of the

ition change near the surface but probably

s due to the surface effect which is

modeled bv NM.

To verify the result of Fig.(4. 1.1), we measured
used the same composition
polycrystalline permalloy

again with ex-situ VSM We

of the films (M79176 1) with various

films on a silver/silicon

Fig.(3.1.3).(a) using a mask with e-beam.evaporation.

thatonecouldseethesamebehaviorasinFig.(4-1.1)-

wafer substrate

thicknesses

of

as shown

in

The result in Fig.(4.1.5) shows

Wecanfitthemeasuredeffective

ME coupling coefficient with the N6el form:
Beff(t) = -

17 + 28.6/t

X I 5 J/M3).

The unit of t is A. Since all thicknesses of the magnetic films are recalibrated by the VSM
saturation magnetization data, the above equation does not have a magnetically different
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layer thickness to. We can see the change of sign around a thickness of 25 A and a
reasonable bulk value as indicated bv the arrow in Fig.(4.1.5). The reason that we observe
smaller values than in-situ

near the surface may be due to surface pinning because of

surface oxidation.
In conclusion, we see a giant magnetostriction coefficient near the surface which has
1/t dependence through in-situ MOKE and ex-situ VSM measurements.

This behavior is

consistent with the model that Ndel expected. Moreover, this behavior is not a result of
composition change in the thinnest films.
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4.2. Permalloy on copper
SIMIlar measurements
toward positive

for Ni79Fe,1/2000A Cu/ Si(100) also reveal a divergence

alues of Beff at small thickness as shown in Fig.(4.2.1).(a).

The result

shows almost the same bulk value as in the previous case. We can express the behavior of
the effective magnetoelastic coupling coefficient, Beff(t), as,

Beff(t)=Bbulk+Bsurface/(t-13A)=-0.76+35/(t-13)X5J/M3).
All parameters used to fit the data have the same order of magnitude as the previous
case. Here 13A is the magnetically different layer to fit the data.
The above result is expressed more clearIN
shown

Fig.(4.2. 1).(b).

we plot Boff*(t-13) vs. film thickness (t 13 as

The sope is Bbulkand the intercept is Bsurface.

We have observed that the surface magnetoelastic coupling term is shifted more on
the thickness scale than in the case for permalloy/Ag/Si.
due to chemical ming

We could verify that the shift is

at the magnetic film/ substrate interface through Auger depth

profiling as shown in section 45.

We observe that permallov/Cu shows a more diffuse

interface than does the permallov/Ag.
On the other hand, in Fig.(4.2.2), the Auger depth profiling result shows there is no
ificant compositional va 'ation wth respect to depth before the intermixing.
thickness of polycrystalline NFe/Cu film for the Auger depth profiling is nominall
and sputter rate

as IOA/min. Though

The
3A

e can observe that the interface has more N and

less Fe at the 3min. of sputtering, a location of the nominal interface, there is no sgnificant
compos'bon

hange for our thinnest films. The peak perturbation around 3 min. of sputter

time where close to the nonn.1'rial interface in Fig.(4.2.2) is mainly due to the software
artifact
In conclusion, the result in Fg.(4.2. 1) for NFe/Cu supports the findings of a surface
anomaiv of effective magnetoelastic

coupling coefficient in NiFe/Ag.

However, there

appears to be more intermixing for NFe-Cu than NiFe-Ag interface. This is reasonable if
we see the phase diagrams

in Ni and Fe with Ag and Cu as shown in Fig.(4.2.3).

Fig.(4.2.3) shows that, at room temperature, Cu has a very low solid solubility in Fe but
has a ven- high solubility in Ni.

owever, Ag has very low solid solubility with either Ni

93

or Fe at room temperature.

So, perrnalloy/Cu can have more diffuse interface due to

greater Cu solubility in Ni or Fe than does the pen-nalloy/Ag.
Therefore we can say that the behavior of Beff for permalloy on copper can be
expressed as a N6el model as we expected in section 25.
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4.3. Polycrystalline Ni on Si.
We deposited Ni films on silicon wafers which have a natural oxide layer

540A

thick) at the surface.

The result of in-situ MOKE measurements of the magnetoelastic

coupling coefficient,

B, in polycrystalline Ni is shown in Fig.(4-3 1).(a). Note that the

vertical scale does not go to zero.
From the result in Fig(4.3. 1).(a), we are able to fit the data with the Ndel form:

Beff(t)

Bbulk + l3surface/q-to)

5.6 + 186/(t-55A)

X 16

(4.3.1).

j/M3)

Bdrf(t) can be verv different from the bulk value and diverges at small thickness to values of
the same positive sign as

Bbulk.

Fig.(4-3. 1).(b) shows a plot of Beff-(t-55A) vs. film thickness (t-55A).
and the intercept

The slope is

Bbu k

is Bsuface.

Beff(t) changes abruptly around 80A, and some

deviations from the form of

Eq.(4.3. 1) are observed around 100A in Fig.(4.3. 1).(a). The arrow indicates the reported
bulk value,

= 62 x 106 jIM3 which corresponds to a magnetostriciton of 34 x 16.

The vertical dashed line in Fig 4.3. 1).(a) shows an offset as before, possibly related to

silicide formation, NiSi solid soution or exchange coupling. TEM mcrographs in section
4.5 verify the presence of sicides in these films. The error bars in the data correspond to a
5 % uncertainty.
The dip in Beff observed near 100A in the Ni/SiO-i/Si films may be a real effect
is known that Si strongly dives the magnetostriction coefficient of Ni more positive

It
Beff

more negative' as shown in Fig.(4.3.2) from measurements by Batova 1976). It implies
we may be observing a combination of both the effects of strong positive due to surface
magnetoelastic coupling and negative

due to the increased Si content near the interface.

The ruickel silicide (NOSO aNer may be causing the departure toward more negative Beff in
the bulk region (near 100A) before the stronger surface effect (Beff more positive) takes

over for thinner films.
If the anomaly in Beff(t) near 100A is related to sicide
technical

consequences

in terms of enhancing

formation, it has important

or passivating

this giant

surface

magnetostriction effect. The data in Fig.(.4.3.2) suggest that we may be able to enhance or
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degrade the surface term (Bs) by coating or passivating the surface with appropriate
materials.
In conclusion, the results for Ni/Si support the behavior of the magnetoelastic
coupling near the surface as we observed in permalloy flms and point to a possible new
effect on Bff(t) due to alloying or chemical contamination of the film.
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4.4.

Epitaxial

Ni

with

Cu

capping

layer

(Cu/Ni/Cu/Si)
So far, we have described our results on polycr-y'stalline permalloy and Ni films. In
these cases, we were able to establish the existence of a strong surface magnetoelastic effect
by measuring the effects of applied strain on MOKE or VSM M-H loops. We now un
our attention to single cystal, epitaxial N films grown on Cu/Si(100) and capped with 40A
of Cu. Bcause of the larger anisotropy of these ilms and the small strain w were able to
apply, Nvc ere unable to use the same method of measurement on these epitaxial films as
was used on polycrystalline films. A nw mthod ofmcasuemcnt is described.
We have studied epi taxial N ilms to get
isotropic pol-ycnstallinc films. Several eecs

I ff and Berf instead of one Beff as in the
such as magnetoclastic anisotropy coming

from msfit and other strain, N&I surface anisotropy and cnstal
strongly to the total magnetic anisotropy.
complex the pi-ob1cm is even in a relativel

Bochi ct al

anisotropy contribute

1993) have dmonstrated

how

smple system such as epitaxial N/Cu(100).

Fig.(4.4. 1) llustrates the complex behavior that can rsult from the combination of these
va
I.OXIW, J/M2), magnetoelastic
nous energies. The N6el surface anisotropy energy (KN:
energy (213e: 1.11X10-5J/M3) and shape anisotropy energy ( 2j[Ms2: 13 X1- J/M3) can
compete Nvitheach other

hile only the shape an'isotropic energy

as dominant in the

polycrystallinc NFe and N film cases. Due to the large anisotropy energies, we cannot
determine the rna netoclastic coupling cefficients

in a simple

ay as in th pycrystalline

cases. We can appl-y at best an additional magnetoclastic anisotropy

nergy amounting to

about 57 to a given rference anisotropy energy. This mplies that we cannot observe any
ificant mFI loops change for the range of external strains we are
sign
able to apply.
To ven't',v,this expectation, Nvchave mad N films
thick Cu on

Si substrates.

structure: Cu/Ni/Cu/SI(100).

arious thickness on 2000A

The films were then capped with 20A Cu ging
The copper laver offers a god

single crystal nick-cl layers and ges
copper laver

f

substrate on

a mist-it strain Nvith Ni of 26%.

akes it possible to pform

VSNI,

shown in Fig.(3.1.3)

ges

uniform strain oer

hich to grow
The protective

ex-situ VSM measuremens

saturation magnetization and magnetocistic coupling coefficients.

a final

to determine

A special holder for the

the sample area

uring the

mcasurcments.
Fig 4.4.2) shows the m-H loops measured b VSM.

Clcark,

much ofa difference in the approach to saturation bv this method.
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difficult to resolve
The problem is that the

anisotropy of epitaxia N is too large for ME anisotropy energy (B-e) with imposed strain
to make a difference in the rn-H loops.
Thus we make use of a method developed by Bochi 1994) to obtain an indirect but
I surfaceand Bi surfacefor the epitaxial magnetic films by measuring
reasonable estimate of
I
I
the total effective magnetic anisotropy energy density as a function of film thickness. We
apply this model to Cu/Ni/Cu(100) and Cu/Ni/Cu(1 I 1) sandwiches studied and repored by
Jungblut et al 1994).

In an epitaxial thin film, the most important contributions

to the

magnetic anisotropy energy are generally the magnetocrystalline (MC), the magnetostatic
(MS), the magnetoelastic (ME) and the surface Ndel magnetic anisotropy, energies.
kite ne-lect the MC ani'sotropy because this energy is approximately 1
III

ms thinner than I OOOA. Let

Here,

of the others for Ni

be the angle that the magnetization vector makes with the

fi Im normal.

In the f(Alowing treatment,
Eq.(2.5.8) in section 25.

e assume the baxial misfit strain previously described as

Substituting the

Eq.(I. 1) and keeping only angle dpendent
6

strain tensor Eq.(2.5.8) into the (,,E in

terms leads to:

20

ME" 0( = 2

I e sin

(4.4.1)

For a hn film grown epitaxially with a [III]

oentation

on a (I I 1) oented

substrate, it has been shown (F. J. A. den Broeder, at al,1991) (Akira Yamaguchiet
al 1993) that

fINfE( I 1 = 213, eo sn2(

(4.4.2)

Thus the total magnetic anisotropy, nergy density of a thin frrornagnetic
between to

f

identical non-magnetic avers can b gen

ilm sandwiched

in cgs units as:

fIS + fN+ f\IE
[ 2jTMs2 + 2KN /t

2

eo] sn2o

Kell sn2O

(4.4.3)

-2:rMS2 and 2K A represent the magnetostatic and N6el anisotropy energy densities where
t is the thickness of the ferromagnetic nickel film.

Thus we can express the eective

anisotropy ofthe each surface as Es.(4.4.4) and 4.4.5).
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2B 1 eo

2nMS2

(I 11) 2B,, eo

-2;rMS2

Keff (100)
Keff

+ 2K, looit

(4.4.4)

2K,\ (I I 1/t

(4.4.5)

+

The dependence of the effective anisotropy energy density on N thickness was
measured recently by Jungblut et al

1994) and their results are shown

Fig.(4.43).

Solid dots in Fig.(4.4.3) (a) and (b) show the data of Keff t vs t for (I 00) and (III)

oriented sandwiches, respectively.
Above the critical thickness tc, it has been shown (Chappert et al, 1988) that for
epitaxial Ni thin films deposited on Cu(100) substrates the average in-plane baxial strain
follows closely the form:
eo=
where

Y

tc / t

(4.4.6)

=2.617Tis the N/Cu lattice mismatch and t is the thickness of the N film.

data are shown in Fig.(4.4.4). Substituting Eq.(4.4.6) in Fqs.(4.4.4) and 44.5),

The

e

obtain:
Keff

(I00) t = -2it K 2t + 2(B I W

Keff (I I ) t =

-27tKS2.t+

Jungblut et a

2(Bbulk

k

tc(j 00)+KN (100))

(4.4.7)

tc( I )+KN (I I O

(4.4.8)

1994) rgue that it is possible to apply the form of the strain in

Eq.(4.4.6) or their Cu/NI/Cu sandwiches wth a modified critical thickness, namelv

4OAandtc=35Afor(100)and(III)onentedsandi%,Iches,respectivelN?.Thesevaluesare
about tice

those calculated from Matthews-Blak-eslee theory

1975). Jungblut propose

that they can get KN through the linear fits of t for the Es.(4.4.7)

and

44.8)

with

constant B's assumed from bulk values as shown a slold lines in Fig.(4.4.3).
However, based on the N6el model in section 25 and as confirmed experimentall

in

the previous sections 41 to 43 (O.Song, 1994), we can proceed a step further and expand
the first order magnetoelastic coupling coefficients
I =

I bul k +

I surface/t

I and B, in the Ndel forrn:
(4.4.9)

B = Bbulk + Bsurface/t

(4.4.10)
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Substitutting Ns.(4.4.9)
Keff (I 00) t2(B

I bulk

and 4.4. 10) in Eqs. 4.4.7) and 4.4.8) repectively, Nvcobtain:

Y

t(100)+KN

100))

-2jrMS2

Keff

A+ 213 I surface-i

t(100)/t

(4.4.1

1)

(4.4.12)

!(Bbulk 11tc(i I 1)+KN (I I 1)) 2jTMS2J + 2B,, surfaceq tc( I I I)/t

Sol'd curves n Fig-(4.4.3) indicate the curve fit given as a form of Eqs.(4.4.1 1) and
(4-4-12) which are linear combinations of t and I/t. From such a fit, with known
BI
and B,_
we can get an
re of the
surface,Bsurface
I

irect measu

alues of

KN (IM) and

KN (I I 1). The alues that we obtained for the magnetoelastic coupling coefficienLs and the
NM magnetic interface anisotropy, are sury manzed in Table 44. 1.
Table 44. 1. Bulk and surface magnctoclastic coupling coefficients and KN for single
crvstal Ni. Determined

BI 1, JI/M3)

6.2 X106

B,

rom Bochi's method applied to Jungblut's data.)

J/ M3)

8.5x 106

Bls(J/M2)

- 1.97x1-2

Bs(J/M2)

-0.366x1-2

KNO 00) P/M 2)

- 1.03x1-2

------ ---------In Fg.(4.4.5),

KN(I I I) J/M2)

-0.09X 1-2

------ --

we plot BIOff and Beff

versus ilm thickness for single crystal Ni

using the results in Table 44. 1. In both cses, the effective magnetoclastic coupling goes
from a psitive bulk alue to a large negative alue as the ilm gets thinner.

The coss over

in the syn ofthe coefficients occurs at t = 30A for B offand t = 8A for 13,1ff. The estimate
of KN 111) -0.9 erg/cM2) Is of' the same order of magnitude as the Naluc obtained b?
Gradmann

1986)(-0.22 erg/cm2y

Also, it is of interest to note that the surface

magnetoclastic coupling coefficient for polycrystalline N dposited
+2x]O-'

J/m

as

1.97\ 10-2 J/M2.

Is

on SIO,,/ Si is BIs

s showed a1rcad'v in sction 43, Nvhilc BIs from Jungblut's data fit given
The Bs 's in PoINcrystalline and single crystal N films are of

the same order of magnitude but of opposite signs.
The signs of' B's determined here for Cu/NI/Cu epitaxial films are consistent with
the N&I model calculated wth the in-plane blaxial msfit strains as discussed in section
2.5. The discrepancy,, of the magnitude ofBs's calculated in the N&I model (B is : 525 x
10-4j/M2) and that 'rom the Jungblut's data ft (B Is

1.97 x 1-2 J/M_1)can be samller

'der strain dependence on film thickness and the exchange coupling n the N&I
model alculation.
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In conclusion, it is possible to determine
coefficients in thin epitaxial

surface magnetoelastic

coupling

films whose anisotropy energy is too large to allow

measurements by our four-point bending method.

By measuring

the total effective

anisotropy energy density as a funtion of film thickness, we can estimate Bs 's and KN 's

indirectly The values determined in e Piitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu(100) from Jungblut's data are
reasonable. We expect this fitting method can be improved if we consider more precise
form of elastic strain and saturation magnetization behavior with respect to thickness.
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4.5 Microstructure of the magnetic films
The observation of an effect in the strain-dependent part of the magnetic anisotropy,
Bel'r-e, that vanes inversely with film thickness parallels the prediction of N&I and
numerous observations of similar effects in the strain-independent
Kefl

magnetic anisotropy

The most difficult issue facing both of these observations is establishing the origin

of the 1/t dependence.

Is it of fundamental origin as predicted by Ndel or is it -result of

strain, microstructural, or other effects which become exaggerated in thin films?

The

ultimate answer is probably a combination of many effects.
We examined the microstructure of the magnetic films with a transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and a Auger depth profiling in order to provide the information about
the role o gralin growth, texture and interfacial mixing on the surface ME effect.

More

specially we seek to deten-nine:
(1) Whether the abrupt change of magnetoelastic coupling coefficients near the surface is a
result of the specific growth process such as the islands growth mechanism
(11) Whether the grains in our polycrystalline magnetic films are randomly oriented or have
a prefered oentation.
(Iii) Whether the existence of magnetically different layers from the intermixing of elements
between magnetic films and substrates or the formation of compounds plays a role in the
surface ME effect.
Fig.4.5. L(a) is a tpical
'1000

sver/ Si(100) films.

micrograph of the intermediate silver laver of permalloy/
The micrograph reveals that the layer consists of many small

grains of diameter in the range 60 - 100 nm and some large recrystallized grains having
diameters of order 03 Rm.

Fig.4.5. Lb) is the selected area diffraction pattern (SADP)

micrograph of the fcc silver layer showing a homogeneous ring pattern which indicates no
prefered oentation.

The small particles around the ring patterns result from usage of a

small aperture during the observation.

The AM

ima

grain size of this sver layer is 1000A in diameter,
seen in TEM, with the surface roughness of
with

15A.

in Fig.4.5.2.(a) shows that the

hich is consistent with the small grains
The small clusters in Fig.4.5.2.(a)

size of 200A in diameter rnav be the initial surface oxide nuclei. Fig.4.5.2.(b) is an

AFM image taken after deposition of a 40A pen-nalloy film on the Ag surface in (a).

It

shows that the morphology and surface roughness of' the permalloy specimen is similar to
those o the silver substrate even for a permallov thickness of 4O.A.
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Fig.4.53.(a)

is a TEM micrograph of permalloy of film thickness 120A on a

silver substrate. The overall morphology of this specimen apparently to be identical to that
of the silver substrate in Fig.4.5. La).

The small particles seen over the larger grains of

the silver substrates indicate the contrast of the permalloy film.

Fig.4.5.3.(b) is the SADP

showing the random oriented fcc permalloy (y-phase) diffraction patterns with (III)

dot

patterns from the large (I I 1) silver grain underneath the pen-nallov film. Here we can say
that our pennallov film is continuous and shows no prefered orientation at the thickness of
120A on the silver substrate.
To demonstrate the microstructural evolution during magnetic film growth, we
prepared permalloy films

ith thicknesses of 10, 15, 30 and 120A on formvar substrates.

Formvar is an electron transparent substrate that is useful in imaging some deposited
materials whose substrates are difficult to thin.
Fig.4.5.4.(a) is the mcrograph of the permalloy film with thickness of 10A grown
on a formvar substrate. It shows that permalloy on formvar is continuous. The SADP of
this film in Fig.4.5.4.(b) can be compared with that of forrnvar itself as shown in
Fig.4.5.4.(c).

The new ning patterns in Fig.4.5.4.(b) in addition to pattterns of forinvar in

Fig.4.5.4.(c) indicate the existence of the magnetic films that we deposited. However these
new rings are not consistent %viththe dffraction patterns of the thicker permalloy film in
Fig.4.5.6.(b).

This may be reasonable because the magnetic film can be oxidized easily in

this thickness range during ex-situ TEM sample peparation.
have continous

magnetic

permalloy

films

during

These results suggest that we

in-situ

magnetoclastic

coupling

experiments above thicknesses of 10A.
Fig.4.5.5.(a) is the micrograph of the permalloy

ilm with thickness of 15

on

formvar. This shows that the film is continuous and thicker compared with Fg.4.5.4.(a).
The grains show a slightly better definition.

The SADP as shown

in Fg.4.5.5.(b)

indicates the additional fing patterns appear as thickness increased bv 5.
Fig.4.5.6.(a) is the micrograph of the permalloy film with thickness of 120

on

formvar. Here the gains are wll defined and appear to be of order of 10 nm in diameters.
Fig.4.5.6.(b) shows clear diffraction patterns of the prmalloy.

This SADP may compared

with that of the Fig.4.5.3.(b). The smaller diffraction patterns in Fig.4.5.3.(b) ( 20
reduction in the most intense diffaction

of

pattern) implies the silver with lattice parameter

larger than that f fcc nickel can be dissolved from the substrate into permallov to form a
metastable solid solution acconng to Vegard's law. This may be associated with the
magnetically different laver discussed in section 44. 1.
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of

Fig.4.5.3 to 45.6 verify that our pemalloy films are continuous with random
orientations in the thickness range of our magnetoelatic coupling experiment. This implies
that large surface magnetoelastic coupling coefficients are not due to discontinuous film
morphology at,small thickness.

Fig.4.5.7.(a) is the micrograph of polycrystallne Ni of thickness 50A on Si wafer.
The inophology of this sample demostrates that it also is continuous.

Fig.4.5.7.(b)

shows

a selected area diffraction pattern of the nickel. It shows polycrystalline Ni does not have
significant prefered ofientation.

The average grain size is estimated to be approximately

1000 A. The nickel silicide SAPD in Fig.4.5.7.(c) is determined to be Ni3Si among 14
possible nickel sicides,

according to the JCPDS data file. We also studied a 100A Ni/Si

sample and found the N and Ni3Si SADP's to be essentially the same as those observed
here for 50A N/S1.
To verify the continuity of the nickel films and random oentation

during film

growth, thicknesses of 30A and 500A of polycrystalline nickel films are prepared on
formvar substrates. Fig.4.5.8.(a) is the micrograph of the 30A nickel film on formvar

It

indicatestheexistenceofacontinuousanduniformfilmlayer. TheSADPinFig.4.5.8.(b)
shows strong fcc nickel diffraction patterns.
The micrograph shown in Fig.4.5.9.(a) is the image of the polycrystalline Ni film
with thickness of 500A.

The SADP of this nickel film is identical to the standard

diffraction patterns. (Fig.4.5.9.(b)). If we compare this SADP
we observe sgnificant

ith that of Fg.4.5.7.(b),

16%) shrinkage of the patterns in N

on Si compared to

Nl/fon-nvar. Solid solution formation between Ni and Si penetrating the thin natural silicon
dioxide (Si(Di) layer and formation of N13Si sicide

can explain this.

Moreover the

formation of silicide and solid solution between Ni and Si is a possible explanation of 55A
of magnetically different layer needed to fit in our data to the Ndel model as in section

4.4.3.
Also, Auger depth profiling was performed in order to study the intermixing layers.
Companing the behavior of permalloy/Ag and permalloy/Cu films, both nominally 30A
thick,

as shown in Fig.(4.5.10).(a)

and (b) respectively,

shows a more diffuse interface than does NFe/Ag.
voltage of 2 kV, sputter rate of 12A/min,
c/s for (b).

we observed permallov/Cu

Sputtering was performed with a gun

scale factor of 826.97 k c/s for (a) and 346.64 k

If we set the nominal interface as 150 sec of sputtering time, then we get
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around 5A of' permalloy/Ag

solid solution layer in Fig.(4.5.10).(a)

and

15A of

permalloy/Cumxing layer in Fig.(4.5. 10).(b). These mixing layers can be a explanation
for the magnetic different layers which we assumed in sections 41 and 42 to fit the data to
the Ndel model. more appropriately. However, since Auger depth profiling can have sputter
induced intermixing,

determination of precise intermixing laver thickness and nominal

interface location is not fully reliable.
In summary, TEM micrographs verify that magnetic films are continuous and
uniform and display no prefered oentation.
formation of NiFe-Ag and Ni-Si solid slution

The result of the SADP's show that the
and Ni3Si silicide at the interface may

provide strong evidence for the magnetically different lavers.

Moreover,

Auger depth

profiling on NiFe-Ag and NiFe-Cu reveals that some chemical interactions occur at the
interfaces.
The existence ot'intermixing

layer or compound layer can affect the form of the result as

Beff = Bb + Bs/(t-to) but these chemical interactions are not

responsible for the Bs/t

behavior.
Still, we can not exclude completely the microstructur-al effect on our results as
shown in sections 41 to 44, because of the limitation and practical problems of our probe
facility.

However, we can confirm that our experimental results are not from the

discontinuity or prefered orientation of the thinnest magnetic film.
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Fig.4.5. 1. TEM micrographs of 200A silver layer.
(a) Bright field image

(b) Selected area diffraction pattern (SADP)
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(a) Bnght field image
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Fig.4.5.4. TEM micrographs of IOA pcrmalloy film/ formNar.
(a) Bright field image
(b) SADP of IOA permallov

(c) SADP of fonnvar
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(a)

(b)
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m
Fig.4.5.5. TEM micrographs of 15A pen-nalloy
film/ forinvar.
I
(a) Bght

field image

(b) SADP of' 15A pen-nalloy
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(b)

(a)
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PM
Fig.4.5.6. TEM micrographs of 120Apermalloy film/ formvar.
(a) Bnght field image

(b) SADP ot'120A permalloy
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5. Discussion
Table 5.1 below summarizes the parameters used to fit the ata in sections 41 42 43
and 44. and the accepted bulk

alues or the magnetoelastic coupling coefficients. It also

shows the magnetostatic energy, [LoMs2/2,which tends to maintain in-plane magnetization.
Finallv,
I it shows the ctical
Bs- e/t oercomes

thickness tc, below which the measured surface anisotropy

the magnetostatic energy for an assumed misfit strain of 1.5%. Then, we

obtain t-to:
tc-t(

= Bs. e / toMs2/2 - Bb. C)

(5.1).

These numbers will be discussed later.
Table.S.

1. Summarv o the experimental rsults

Bbulk J/M3)

l3surface- J/M2)

to(A) acceptedBbulk

[LOMS2/2(j/M3)

tto(A)

lAx 1-4

7

<I I.ox 1051

2xIO-1

0.10

-0.76x 10-5

3.45x 1-4

13

<1 LXIOSI

2x IO-

0.26

5A 106

1.86X 1-2

55

6 Ox 106

1.5x 105

47

-

6.2x 106

1.5x 105

-

NiFe/Ag

-0. 78x 10-

NiFe/Cu
Ni/SiO,

Cu/NI(100)/Cu 6.2xIO( - 197x 10-2

Two aspects of our findings are

orth more detailed discussion:

of a term in the effective magnetoelastic coupling having

nrse

1) the appearance

thickness dependence,

and 2 the need for the parameter to.
We discuss first some of the factors, other than an intrinsic surface effect, that could
n'bute to the observed surface anisotropy.
Iscuss pos
cont
We then d'
s'ble sources of the to
ten-n. This chapter ends with some suggestions for future
We have shown

ork.

that Bef can take on anomalously large

alues or

en different

signs in thin films relative to its alue in thick films. A large surface alue of ay parameter
by itself could result from an exaggeration or enhancement of the bulk value at the surface.
HoNvever a change o sign in a parameter at the surface suggests a different mechanism
may be operating there. Nevertheless the possibility remains that surface anisotropy and
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surface magnetoelastic coupling reflect a microstructure or chemical anomaly at the surface
of a material rather than purelyI intrinsic effects. We consider several possibilities in order.
1. The assumption that elastic constants (cij) maintain their bulk values near the surface of
a magnetic film may not be alid.

What we measure is

elastic constants so our measured values of
anomalousl

lrge

=

ij, which contains the

do not require an assumed

alue for cj. The

alues near the surface may be related to an enhancement of elastic

constant with decreasing film thickness.

Supermodulus effects have been reported in thin

films (Cammarata, 1989). These effects amount to approximately 50% increases in cij.
We observe increases in

of as much as one order of magnitude.

observed a change of the sign of

Further,

e also

from negative to positive in polvcn-stalline permalloy

films with decreasing film thickness. The elastic constants

should be alwavs positive.

Thus,

hile the elastic constants mav be a unction o the film thickness, thev cannot be
for the full sure'
effect e observed In Bff and they will not cause a change
response
ace
in the sign of

as film thickness decreases. The change of sign would rather be due to the

change of sign for the effects on the magnetic spin direction by an the imposed strain in the
thinnest film bcause oflowered smmetry
".

at the surface.

As film thickness decreases, surface anisotropy, becomes dominant as shown in

Eq.(1.3).

Thus, the reference anisotropy in polycrystalline permallov and nickel films

without imposed strain, may increase due to surface anisotropy. It has been speculated that
this change in the unstressed anisotropy could alter our measured Beff Any change of the
reference anisotropy with thickness
values

ould produce no first order effect on our measured

hich come from the area difference btween

the reference and strained m-H loops

at a gven film thickness.
3.

It may be asked whethter the misfit strains btween

the individual grains and the

substrate leave the film in a non-linear strain regime. If this were the case, the additional
bending strain Nvcimpose to measure Beff would not be rversible,
film

ould not return to its oginal

state of anisotropy.

i.e. after bending, the

No such hsteresis

was observed

within our ability to resolve it.
4. In this studN1w assumed that the effects of misfit and differential thermal contraction
produce a uniform strain across the whole magnetic film.
microstructural study in section 45, our magnetic films
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As we observed in our

ere not formed by perfect layer-

by-laver growth nor by discontinuous island growth. Rather, they exhibit the features of
Stransk-l-Krustanov (SK) growth, the combination

of layer-by-laver and island modes,

with a surface roughness of ± 15A in films of thickness 40A. The surface roughness was
shown due to the microstructure of the substrates and films.

The irregular surface and

interface morphology in the thinnest film as shown in Fig.(4.5.2) makes the imposed strain
non-uniform accordingly.
strains.

The crests and troughs in the surface are subject to different

We need to consider whether this inhomogeneous strain may cause the anomaly

of B in the thinnest films.
To appreciate such microstructural or surface roughness effects on our data,

e may

modify our general eqauation as
Bet = Bb + Bs/ t-t,)n+1
Here

e define n as a

(5.2)

icrostructural factor which might explain the diation

from the

N&I form, Bs/(t-to). We can deten-nine n mathematically from the slope on a plot of
log(Beff - Bb) s. log(t-4)). Through such a fit,

e obtain n's of 0.0 1, 0. 18 and 0.51 for

permalloy on Ag and Cu, and nickel on silicon, respectively.

The smallest

alue of n for

permalloy on sver suggests that this system is the least affected b microstructural induced
roughness effects.

Another interpretation is that the intrinsic effect is so small not to

'bute 'n this thickness runge and the I/t dependence is due to the thickness dependence
of the surface roughness on microstructure.
possiunlikely

While we cannot completely rule out this

because the microstructure appears to be

of thickness

in the range ofinterest.
Therefore, the values oBs measured in our studv are verv likely dominated by the
intrinsic surface efect and reflect extrinsic microstructural

surface roughness effects to

different degrees in different systems. The former stems from the lowered symmetry at
surfaces and interfaces,
analvsIs based on the

hile the latter results from the SK growth mode of our films. Our
alues of n suggests that to lessen the possible microstructural

effects, immiscible and chemically stable substrates which prevent the formation of
chemical compounds, are highly recommended.

We now discuss the magnetically dfferent laver (of thickness to)
fit our results. It is not a common part of the N&I
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model.

hich Nveneed to

We suggest to

possible

origins of this parameter

which suggests the existence

of a surface layer that is

magnetoelastically dead.
First, we discuss the exchange couping between surface and interior of the film. The
strong anisotropy at the surface is coupled with the film interior by exchange interactions.
If the magnetoelastic energy at the surface (Bse/t) is much greater than the bulk anisotropy
(Ku), then surface spins are strongly pinned and they will tend to pull the interior spins in
their direction.

The greater stength of the surface anisotropy may render it insensitive to

the weak applied strain we use for our measurement.
If the surface and bulk anisotropy easy axis are both in-plane but at 90' to each other,
then the magnetization will relax from the surface to bulk orientation over a distance of half
about a Bloch wall width, a(A/K)1/2/2. This effect would give to of order several hundred
to 1000A. If the the interior of the film has the magnetic easy axis parallel to the film and
the surface anisotropy is out-of-plane, then the problem is slightly more difficult.
problem of determiring

The

the form and length scale of this interaction has been solved

(O'Handley and Woods, 1990) and it was shown that the surface orientation of Nis decays
toward its interior oentation

with a characteristic length,

the order of 60A. Here A is the exchange stiffness constant.

=(A/2aMs2)11/2. In Ni,

is of

Thus this exchange coupling

can drag the surface effect deeper into the interior of the material than the effective
anisotropy itself. If the surface anisotropy is strong enough, a surface layer may exist that

is unresponsive to a weak bending strain. Consequently, we may express Eq.(4.3. 1) as:

Beff(t = Bbulk + Bsurface/(t -to)

(5.3)

where to is associate with the magnetoelastically dead aver possibly caused by strong
surface anisotropy and exchange coupling. Thus, exchange coupling between surface and
bulk magnetization may dg the surface anisotropy into the interior of the film and may be
ible for th
'callv different layer which we observe.
response
e magneti
The other possible ogin

of the magnetically different layer of thickness to is the

fon-nation of a solid solution or silicide between the film and the substrate as we have
shown in section 45.

The SADP's and Auger depth profiling of the magnetic films

indicate the existence of a magnetically different layer. This is a likely explanation for the
to offset in the inverse thickness.

However, neither the exchange nor the chemical

explanation can determine the precise thickness of the magnetically different layer at

present.
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We now compare the relative significance of interfacialintermixingand exchange
coupling to surface anisotropy.

Since Bs is positive in the NiFe/Ag and the NiFe/Cu data,

the surface magnetoelastic anisotropy can be expected to be perpendicular to the film.
However, the Bs values in NiFe are smaller by two orders of magnitude than those of Ni
films.

Therefore the surface

anisotropy

is so weak that it only overcomes

magnetoelastic energy in the first monolayer beyond
Table 5. 1. Thus the ogin

the

as shown in the last column of

of the magnetically different layer in NiFe films is most likely

due to the formation of the solid solution with Ag and Cu substrates as observed in Auger

depth profiling.
In Ni/SiO2 films, the large positive Bs observed
magnetoelastic anisotropy, Bs-e/t, with a ctical

implies a strong

surface

thickness tc, of order IWA as shown in

Table 5. 1. Within this surface laver the spins would be strongly pinned by the surface
magnetoelastic energy if a 1.5% strain were present. Pinned surface spins can exchange
couple to the in-plane interior spins with 40 to 60 A of characteristic length. Separately, the
formation of the N silicide (NOSO, as shown in our TEM work (see section 45), can also
cause the magnetically different layer. Thus, the 55 A thick magnetically different layer in
Ni films may be due to the combined effects of the exchange coupling and the the chemical
compound formation at the interface.
In MBE grown, epiLWal Cu/Ni/Cu films,

the magnetically

different

layers

apparently do not exist because the Bs values are determined indirectly by fitting Jungblut's
data with an assumed form of Beff

= Bb+Bs/t.

Jungblut's effective afflisotropy data

include the effects of the exchange coupling between

in-plane pinned suface spins and

flexible interior spins and fon-nation of the metastable solid solution beween Ni and Cu.
Therefore, we should consider the magnetically different layer to interpret the Bs values
from the curve fittings and those from the N6el model calculation.

Although the Ndel

model can explain the sign of Beff near the surface, the data show that there are significant
differences between the N6el model expectation

and the results from the effective

anisotropy energy fitting method shown in section 44.

Incorporating the magnetically

different layers with thickness to to the N6el model changes Eq.(2.5.9)
Bs/(t-to).

to Beff = Bb +

This change effectively shifts the curves in Fig.(2.5.3) (a) and (b) by 30 and

A, respectively,

in the positive direction.

Then the values in E.(2.5.9)

0

become

comparable to those in Table 44. 1.
The Ndel model allows us to predict that the effective
and the surface

is a sum of the bulk

which is inversely proportional to the thickness.
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value

Moreover, it predicts

the sign and magnitude of bulk

and surface

values in a single crystal.

Our results

above support this hypothesis. To improve the accuracy of the prediction, we should relax
some assumptions to incorporate the effects of the exchange coupling between surface and
interior, the chemical interactions at the interface and the surface relaxation.
Even though the ogin

of our surface anomaly in B1T remains somewhat clouded, it

is clear that our measurements have important technical implications. Since the Bs can be
the dominant B in very thin films, the ME anisotropy in thin films should be different from
that in bulk-like thick films. Accounting for such differences should lead to improvements
in design and manufacture of magnetic devices such as magnetostrictive transducers and
MR reading heads. One example for the application of these results may be the magnetic
recording head material.

So far, people have used binary and ternary alloys base on NiFe

to make inductive magnetic read and write heads. These heads require large magnetization
and low magnetostnction.

Large saturation magnetization enhances the recording signal

and low magnetostnction reduces stress induced asotropy

and noise. Typically, Fe and

Co are used for the large saturation magnetization (Ms), and Ni is added for low
magnetostriction requirements. Fig.(5. 1).(a) is a ternary alloy phase diagram of Fe-Co-Ni.
The solid curves in Fg.(5. 1).(a) indicate the compositions with zero magnetostriction

In

some supplementary experiments, we studied ternary alloys with Fe/Co ratio fixed at I for

various Ni percentages of 65, 70, 75 and 80 %.

These compositions are expressed as a

solid line in Fig (5. 1).(a). Films were grown by S.W. Sun at Boston University using dcsputtering.

The thickness of films was 400A.

measured

ex-situ by MOKE and

Fig.(5. 1).(b) and (c) plot, rspectively,

the 4-point

Magnetostriction coefficients were
bending system described

the saturation magnetization (Ms)

s. (100-NO %

and the magnetostniction coefficient (k) of the films Ns. (100-Ni)
magnetostriction coefficient requirement fixes
the Ms to 80

earlier.

The zero

of (100-Ni) at 27% with, in u,

limits

G.

For the very thin ilms, we can express the magnetostriction coefficient as:
keff = kb + ks/t

(5.4)

'f kb is positive for a given ternary bulk alloy, then an appropriate thickness (t)
which yields keff =

can be found provided k' < 0 (ic, Bs > 0, as we observed).

This

result is significant because we can now set the saturation magnetization at any desired
level. Then we can compensate the thickness
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hich will make the keff equal to zero. In

Second, it would be of interest to study the temperature dependence of the surface
and bulk ME coupling coefficients in a cubic system. The theory of magnetic anisotropy
shows that anisotropy and ME coupling coefficients should vary with temperature as
MI(1+1)12

where m is the reduced magnetization and defined as m(T = Ms(T)/Ms(O). I is a

spherical harmonic index.(I = 4 for cubic, I = 2 for uniaxial).

Thus the bulk ME

coefficients for a thin film of a cubic material such as Ni should vary sharply with
temperature, going as m

while the surface ME coefficient would be of uniaxial symmetry

and would decrease with increasing temperature as
difference in tmperature

3

(Callen,

1968).

This sharp

dependence could be resolved if measurements are taken over a

modest temperature range.
Third, it s important to determine the effects of the chemical nature of the interface on
Beff. A systematic study of buffer or capping layers such as Si, Cu, Ag, SiO, etc. will be
required to know the effects of these species on Beff. Such studies would serve to clarify
the role of surface bonding and allowing in surface anomalies. They would also be of great
technical importance by guiding the selection of capping and layering materials in magnetic
thin film devices.
In conclusion,
magnetostriction

we have discovered that magnetoelastic

coefficients)

polycrystalline pen-nalloy

of polycrystalline

(N'79Fe21)

and

single

coupling coefficients (or
crystalline

rickel

and

thin films can take on anomalously large values in

films of thickness less than 40 to 100 A.

The behavior of these coefficients as a function

of thickness in films resembles the behavior that is observed for the surface magnetic
anisotropy. The behavior is consistent with the N6el model, that is, Beff = Bbulk +
Bsurface/t. M-icrostructure induced surface roughness may contribute weakly to this 1/t
dependence. Further, we find our data to be shifted on a thickness scale b an amount to
Beff = Bbulk + Bsurface/(t -t,,)). The origin of this shift appears to be interfacial alloying,
and, in Ni films, surface pinning and exchange between the surface and interior of the
films. Our new results on NiFe/Ag/Si , NiFe/Cu/Si and Ni/S1O"/Si have very important
implications for thin film devices. These observations suggest that the surface conditions
of thin film magnetic devices are of great importance in controlling anisotropy.
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effect, we can move into the region with (100-Ni) % greater than 27% in Fig(5.2)(b) and
(c). (eg.curve A to B).

To confirm the apparent change in magnetoelastic coupling coefficients in thin films,
the following experiments had been suggested but could not be performed because of
practical problems. First, we could use different probing depth equipment.
lasers instead of red lasers, then we can have

If we use blue

different magnetic property information

because of different skin depth. As skin depth (6) is propotional to 0))-112,where

is the

frequency of the probe source, we could measure B(t) by using the different wavelengths
of the probe source.

However it is dfficult

Furthen-nore, the square root dependence on

to change the optical source every time.
ave length (k) makes it difficult to control

probing dpth because of the unavailability of lasers of sufficiently different wave lengths.
A second experiment was suggested, in which one could grow films to the maximum
thickness to be examined. The magnetic thickness of the films is expected to decrease as
annealing time elapses due to nterdiffusion. Such an experiment may replicate our data for
the magnetic properties of films with different thicknesses. However, controlling the active
film thickness by annealing is not trivial because
boundaries mght

result in irregular interfaces.

uneven diffusion

through grain

Further, surface oxidization may also

degrade the quality of the magnetic films.
Third, it would be possible to sputter etch the films in-situ as in Auger depth profiling.
However sputtering may degrade the surface quality because of the sputter induced mixing
and it is difficult to control the depth of the film due to lack of the precise knowledge of the
sputtering rate.
To extend the present work, the following suggestions are appropriate.
First, our results on polycrystalline NiFe film should be extended to single crystal
NiFe films in order to extract two or more ME coupling coefficients.

We found difficulty

in detecting the magnetoelastic change in the M-H loop for epitaxial Ni/Cu(100) because of
the small strain we could apply: B-e << K1. Higher strain could be applied if the films
were deposited. on a different substrate. Also the method of analysis developed wth Bochi
(1994) has proven suitable for analysis of such cases.
of its to

BCC Fe will be of interest because

cubic ME coefficients have opposite sign and the N& mdel

in sign for B leff as film becomes thinner.
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predicts a change

Ni
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APPENDIX

A:

Four-point bending

Fig.(A. 1) shows the schematic diagram of the four-point bending mechanism.

Fig.A. 1. Schematic diagram of four-point bending.
In a symmethc four point bending apparatus the bending moment is constant in the central
region and is

ven by

M =W

-

-W
-,x
-

- a = W --v
-

(A. )

where W is the weight on the top ot the sample, x is the distance along the sample, and a is
the distance between an outer rod and an inner rod.
the normal bending stress is dfined as
M
I -Y

(A.2)

where M is thcbending moment, y is the distance from the point of interest to the neutral
laver, and I is the moment of nertiawhich for a rectangular cross section is equal to
bt3/12, where b is the width of a sample, and t is the thickness of the wafer.
To determine the stress at the surface of the sample(wafer slice), since the neutral layer is
the center of the sample, y should be t/2.
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Thus, the bending stress in the top of the surface of the sample is given by

My
or =

bt 2

(A.3)

The top surface of the wafer will exhibit the same strain as the the magnetic film layer,
whose bottom surface shares an interface with the top of the wafer.
The inflation t positionVis
Wa 2 4

Y'

2EI -r

given by

L

(A.4)

where E is Young's modulus of <01 I> direction on the (100) plane of silicon wafer,
1.68x 101 2 dynJcm2.

Then rom above to

Ya

2kae (L
t

Es.(A.3)

and (A.4), we get:

4

-Ta

(A.5)

where k is a bending shape factor, c is stain at the surface.
We calibrate the strain of the surface of the Si substrate with strain gauge as shown
Fig.(A.2) before the bending experiments.

We found k=3.65 for 2 wafer with thickness

of 10 ml inch and 20 for 3 wafer with thickness of 20 ml inch b
before the bending experiments.

using strain gauge

We used BLH SR-4 strain gauges of which resistanc is

350 Q and G factor--2+217t. Strain gauges are attacched on the surface of the Si wafer
(si ze: 0. 2 x 1.5 ") then cal brated NvIth

Y a.

We could get a surface strain (e) through equation gen

b

Sullivan, 1980)(Mahoney,

1988)
e = I/G (AR/R = 4/G (AV/V)

(A.6)

and w show the calibration rsult in Fig.A.3.
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Fig.A.2. Strain gauge setup
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FIg.A.3. Strain according to Ya in 2 Si wafer.
(a) tensile strain
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(b) compressive strain

0.5

APPENDIX B: Tetragonal symmetry
If the cubic crystalline symmetry becomes tetragonal because of surface relaxation as
shown in Fig.(B. 1), then we should treat the problem of surface anisotropy in tetragonal

svmmetrv.
Mason 1954) and Callen(1968 gve the magnetostriction coefficients but not the form
of the energy for tetragonal systems.

E. du Tremolet deLacheissene

1978) lists the

tetragonal ME coefficients in their most general form.

We list below the anisotropy terms

up to order a6 for the crystal anisotropy energy f

and up to order x2 for fmE. The

tetragonal form wc chose is more easily related to the familiar cubic orms. The subscripts
on the coefficients Kj and Bij are chosen for convenience

in relating the tetrugonal

coefficients to the cubic ones. They are neither tensor nor matrix subscripts.
fK = Ks(x32 + KI I(x12cE22+ K12a34 +
K21cE12GE22 cx32

f xffi = B I I e I I a 12
B 13

K22

E14+cE24)cx32 +

(B.

)

e20c22) + B 12(eI I a22 + e22c 12) +

3 x32+

B2je12(x1(x2 + B22 (e23aNL3 + el3ala3)

+

(B-2)

Other terms are either absent by symmetry or can be transformed tgonometrically
to be of the same form as these (plus constants). Some of the tetragonal terms can be seen
to evolve directly from partitioning of the cubic expressions to their tetragonal components
(e.g. K I and K12 from KI or

I and B13 from 131). Others are entirely new (e.g. Ks or

12. The surface anisotropy term, Ksa3 ,

as first identified by N6el and often is given

his name.
From Es.(B. 1) and (13.2), it is clear that a static strain eo at a surface could lead to
ME anisotropy contributions of the same symmetry as surface anisotropy terrns (e.g. a
2
2). Also, a static
uniaxial strain e33 = eo in B13e33a3 contributes to the N&I term Kscc3
shear strain could lead to new ME anisotropy terms of symmetry
(e.g. e -

oer

than tetrugonal

in B)je12a1(x2 or B22(e23('2cE3+C130c1cx3)
produce uniaxial anisotropies 450

off the principal axes).
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If

e consider thin films as purely tetragonal, and use the direction cosines in the

coordinates of Fig.(B. 1), we have Eq. (B.3):
B

(e I I cosl

+ e12 sn2

•

12 e22cOS2+

sn2(

ell sin 2) sin2o +

13 e33 cs2O

• B71 e2 sin2o sin cos
• B22 (e23 sn
Because

e hve

+ e13 COSOsnO cosO

unknown B's

(B.3)

e need at least

tetragonal symmetry. It is acceptable to Tnorc
Wen

equations to find all B's in

13and B)i in thin films that do not show

perpendicular anisotropy

= 90').

< 90' is possible, it may still acceptable to

ignore Bi-) because e) and

3 should be negligible.

It is possible obtain these B's using

different combination of applied srain and field as done in cubic smmetry

and

to ealuate

I

.
For the case of four-point bending about the y axis that subject the film to tensile

strain in the x direction [ 100] , we have for the strain between the middle two bending
points and the coordinate system as shown in Fig. 24. 1.
I I

0

= co I 0 --v 0
10

1

1r

11

o I

-VI

0

0 1

- 13

I

0

1/3

(B.4)

We then have from Eq. B.3)
2 -I)
f\

E

B 12(4s'O

B I 14cos

eo/3) sin2o

I

-

I

13 eo/3)cos2(

If the tetragonal ME aisotropy
for the film and

-I)

is small then one will observe

I is about equal t

(B.5)
12

0 and

II

13

I for the cubic material.

In general the total free energy of the tetragonal surface subject to four-point
bending strain is given by the Zeeman energy, magnetostatic energy, ow-order crystalline
anisotropy terms (Eq.(B. 1)) and ME energy (Eq. (B.5)) in cgs units:

= MS-H+ 1MS2 cs2(
+ Kscos2o + K 1sin4O sin2cos2

+ K12cOs4( +.
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+ f I (4cos2 - ) + B 12(4sin2+ - I) I (o/3) sin2 -

13 eo/3)COS20

(B.6)

If the easy in-plane direction is [I 10], as for thin epitaxial Ni/Cu(001) (Ballentine,
1990) and fcc Co/Cu(001) (Berger et al, 1992), application of an in-plane field along 100]
direction is appropriate as shown in Fig. 2.4-3. 1). From Eq.(B-6), the free energy is:

f = MsHcos + KI sin2+cos2+ [B1 (4cos2 - ) +
B 12(4S'n2+

For in-plane magnetization

1)] (o/3)

(B.7)

sin2(

= 900 ), the equation of motion, obtained as before, is:

m [(I 2m2) 2K I I + 8(B I I - B 12) co/3] = HMs

(B-8)

Here we defined m = cos.
Similary, by imposing a different sign of strain and different field direction, we may
obtain more rlationships
'le strain eo along the

to find all B's and K's.

First, we can apply compressive and

100] drection as shown in Fig.(2.4.3. 1) in section 24.3.

Then

Eq.(2.4.4.8) gives,
(B.9)

eo(B I I B1 2 = a K, AA

for compressive strain and,
eo(-B, +B12

= a'K,

AA

(B. IO)

for tensile strain. Here a and a'are proportional constants.
Secondl-v,
I we can gve shear strain as shown in Fig.(2.4.3.3)
2.4.3.).

B7- measurements in section

B, I is important for bending along [I 10] direction. Similarly

e get,

B,,, = 2AApONAs/(I+v)eo

and for the m-H loop with
Hs = -2KI

=

(B. I )

at the saturation magnetic field (Hs),

e get:
(B. 12)

1114oms
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Thus from a series of m-H loops under different strains and films surfaces, we can get both

ME coupling coefficients and cystal anisotropy constants.
Thirdly, we can apply an out-of-plane external magnetic field, then
2/2+(B i 1+B I 2+B 13)eo=AA

yoM,

(B. 13)

From the equations, Es.(B.9) to (B. 13), we can get BliB12,B13 B2i, and Ki I.
We have considered low surface relaxation induces a transformation of symmetry from
cubic to tetragonal symmetry

at surfaces in very thin films.

In the case of tetragonal

symmetry 5 B's are necessrv to describe fully the magnetoelastic coupling of the sstem.
In pnciple,

it is possible to obtain these

strain and field.

B's using different combinations of applied

These surface parameters should indicate the extent to which surface ME

coefficients can differ from the corresponding bulk, cubic values, and the extent to which
surface ME effects play a role in surface anisotropy.

(a) cubic symmetry

(b) tetragonal

Fig.B L Illustration of the cubic and tetragonal symmetry.
transformtIon o the smmetry

symmetry

Surface relaxation induce the

from cubic to tetragonal in ery thin films.
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